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NAFTA:

Bluegrass Downs
has losing season
pADUCAH, Ky.(AP) —Bluegrass Downs ended its live thoroughbred meet Sunday with 103:
ses that could rtach $1 million, a
newspaper reported today.
Quoting solutes close to the
track, The Paducah Sun said
Bluegrass Downs had S250,000
in escrow at the start of the meet
to pay winning horse owners, and
it was gone in 10 days.
Track President Harold Weaver
had predicted before the meeting
started Oct. 9 that Bluegrass
Downs would be a success. He
forecast several nights in which
betting would top SI million, but
.daily betting never reached
$400,000 and on most nights was
less than $150,000.
Weaver expressed disappointment at the lack of interest in live
thoroughbred racing here.
"People told me that if we
ever got thoroughbred racing,
they would be out here every
night," Weaver said. "We got
thoroughbred racing but they
didn't come. I don't know where
they were. They said one thing
and did another." •
The track received 8 cents of
every $I bet to pay purses. During each day of racing,. the purses
cost an average of $25,000 more
than income, the source told the
newspaper.
The track also lost money on
other operating expenses, including payroll, which averaged more
than $35,000 a week.

1100 Backers gain
four more votes

CC We got thor-,
oughbred racing
but they didn't
come. I don't
know where they
were. II
...Harold Weaver

By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Supporters of the North American
Free Trade Agreement captured
four more likely votes today as
President Clinton and his freetrade congressional allies picked
up steam a day before the climactic House decision on the pact.
With the announcements, an
Associated Press count stood at
197 likely votes for the agreement, barely trailing the apparen;
203 votes in opposition. That left
34 publicly undeclared lawmakers, with supporters needing 218
votes to prevail.
"We're not there yet. This is
going to be a close vote." presidential adviser David Gcrgen
said this morning 'as he used
separate appearances on CBS and
NBC to deliver a cautious but
upbeat assessment of NAFTA's
chances.
Gcrgcn said the White House
"estimates conservatively that
we're within about a dozen votes.

Players .International, which
will finalize its purchase of the
track next week, advanced the
track more than Si million of the
$5.2 million Purchase price.
Without the advance, track officials said, bills could not have
been • paid and the track would
have closed.
Stockholders agreed in July to
sell the track to Players, which
operates Players Riverboat Casino in Metropolis, Ill.
Stockholders thought they
would receive about 75-percent
of their original investment in the
track. After paying the losses of
the live meet, their payment is
expected to be around 40 percent
of original investment, one stockholder said.
The sale to Players is scheduled to be finalized on Monday.
Players is expected to place $I
million of the purchase price in
an escrow account to cover any
late bills or financial claims made
against the track. The money will
stay in the account for a year.

Report sidesteps
teacher tenure
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
The new law mandated a sysbe
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A tem in which schools were to
learned,
students
what
by
judged
task force sidestepped the thorny
they
issue of tenure when it suggested not the process by which
taught.
were
how Kentucky teachers should be
Ford said the absence of any
educated and kept trained.
provision for professional deveSome task force members said
in the
they feared a recommendation on lopment was a serious flaw
tenure would kill the group's law
Ford proposed that teachers be
entire report.
to be recertified every
required
the
Senate
of
The chairman
to ensure competency.
years
five
Education Committee said that
course of task force
the
in
But
was a mistake.
meetings and public hearings, he
"If it's so sacred it can't be
in a
looked at, or so fragile it can't be became the central figure
examined, it needs to be exa- furor over tenure, which protects
mined," Ford said during Mon- teachers" from firing without legal
day's meeting of the Governor's cause.
Task Force on Teacher
"Tenure is irrelevant to all
Preparation.
this," Ford said. The real issue
Ford, D-Cynthiana, also said was how "to make sure children
the current system of by-the- in the classroom have competent
numbers certification and small teachers standing before them,"
doses of "in-service" training he said after Monday's meeting.
was a disservice to teachers.
The task force's proposed
"We haven't offered them the
ations had included a
recommend
keep
to
y
opportunit
system or the
up to speed" with change in edu- two-step process for getting
tenure: a satisfactory peer review
cation, he said.
Gov. Brereton Jones created by the principal and two fellow
the task force to find how the teachers, plus approval of the
state could be assured of having superintendent. To keep -tenure,
public school personnel equipped peer reviews every five years
to meet the demands of the 1990 would have been required.

50 CENTS

-I think it might be a little .loser
than that. ... A number of people
are privatcls coniiiiitting, but
they haven't vet conic out
publicly."
Previously undocided members
now declaring their support for
NAFTA were Reps. Joel Hefley,
R-Colo.; Tom Sawyer. D-Ohio;
Fred l'pton, R-Mich.; and Jamie
Whitten, 1)-Miss.
In a determined campaign to
avoid a bruising political setback.
the white Housewas wooing not
cided lawnialers. but
lust unde.
opponents as well. -Their weapons: new whew protections for
western legislators, and agreements to _protect producers of citrus fruit, sugar and winter vegetables in Florida's big 23-member
House delegation.
"It's extremely close, and
NAFTA is going to be ratified,"
predicted Rill Frenzel, a former
House Republican from Minnesota advising the White House on
IN See Page 2

Bunning opposes;
Mazzoli supports
STACEY CROOK/Leecier S Tines photo
Hutson Agriculture manager Marand
Clark
Eddie
State Fire Marshal
ney Normally inspect the damage from Sunday's fire at the grain terminal on Kentucky Lake.

Terminal damage
over $1 million
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
A structure housing fertilizer
at Hutson's Grain Terminal on
Kentucky Lake sustained more
than SI million in damages
after a fire broke out Sunday
afternoon.
According to a Hutson
spokesman, much of the roof
and fertilizer in the building
was lost.
Inspectors were at Hutson's
Grain Terminal Monday searching through ash and wet fertilizer for clues as to how the fire
may have started.
Kentucky State Fire Marshal
Eddie Clark said the fire apparently began after an electrical
ignition, which was probably
caused by lightning.
He said he has not been able
to determine if lightning struck

the building directly or
indirectly.
The blaze, which Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Chief Greg
Cherry said was one of the
largest in Calloway County,
created several concerns.
First, approximately 100 people were evacuated front the
area. There was a chance that
smoke from burning fertilizer
could be hazardous, according
to state police at the scene.
With a mutual-aid agreement,
firefighters from the City of
Murray and volunteers from
Aurora-Ross Fire Department in
Marshall County assisted Calloway County.
Cherry said more than 40
men were on the scene for
approximately eight hours.
Additionally, two tanks con• See Page 2

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Reps. Jim Bunning and
Romano Mazzoli took themselves
out of the undecided column on
the North American Free Trade
Agreement, with Bunning saying
he will vote against the pact and
Mazzola announcing he will support it.
By The Associated Press
With the House showdown
scheduled for Wednesday, an
For
Associated Press survey found
Rep. Scouy Bacsler, D-6th
that President Clinton and his
District
congressional backers had 193
Rep. Ron Mazzoli, D-3rd
likely votes for the agreement,
District
trailing the apparent 203 votes in
opposition. That left 38 publicly
Against
undeclared lawmakers, with supBunning, R-4th
Jim
to
Rep.
votes
218
needing
porters
District
prevail.
Rep. Hal Rogers, R-5th
Bunning. R-4th District, called
_
District.
his decision on NAFTA Monday_
Rep. Tom Barlow, D-1st
"one of the hardest, most gutDistrict
wrenching ... I have ever had to
make."
Undecided
In the end, he said his decision
Rep. William Natcher,
fell on two facts: "The Mexican
D-2nd District
economy is only 4 percent the
size of the U.S. economy and the
Mexican working age population
Hal Rogers, R-Somerset, and
is closer to one-third the size of Bunning. Still undecided was Bill
the U.S. work force."
Natcher, D-Bowling Green.
The AP survey found the KenMatzoh made his announcetucky congressional delegation
ment on the floor of the House
split on the issue. Only Rep. late Monday.
Scotty Bacsler. D-Lexington, and
"... After talking svith scores
Mazzoli had come out in favor of of people back home and here in
the treaty. Against it were Rep.
Tom Barlow, D-Paducah, -Rep. • See Page 2

Kentucky
lawmakers
on NAFTA

Owen makes MSU investment as way to say thanks
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Kenneth Owen searched for
ways to repay customers that
have kept Owen's Food Market
going for 34 years.
But instead of giving a gift, he
decided to make an investment.
The Owen family has donated
$50,000 to Murray State Univer-

sity to fund a business scholarship. Instead of sprinkling the
gift over a number of years, the
Owen family donated the money
to the university with a single
check earlier this month.
"We've been talking about this
for years," Owen said. "What
could we do to put something
back in the community? We

MEETINGS
II Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at City Hall in
the council chambers
• Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet Wednesday at 5:15 p.m.
at City Hall in the council chambers.

thought this could touch a lot of
lives."
Owen didn't graduate from
high school, and didn't have the
opportunity to attend college.
He started in the grocery business when he was 12, delivering
groceries for a small neighborhood grocer with his bicycle. He
worked at Krogcr's for 15 years,

NOTICE
• Calloway County Middle School
Site-Based Council will not meet Wednesday The meeting has been postponed until a later dale
•Murray State University board of
regents will meet Thursday at 2 p m. in
the board room in Wells Hall

before opening Owen's Food
Market in 1959 when he bought
the location on Main Street.
"He was dying to get out and I
was dying to get in," Owen said
of the owner.
When he opened Owen's 34
years ago this mobth, there were
52 grocery stores in Murray.
Now, there are just seven.

SPORTS
•Kentucky fans should be getting ready
tot a tnp to the Peach Bowl on New
Year's Eve

Page 8

"It's as different as daylight always enjoyed working in the
and dark now," Owen said. "It's grocery business."
The reason Owen's Food
totally changed."
Market has been able to stay in
The Owen business is a family
business. Owen's two suns work business -hal been customer loyalin the store — where Gary Owen ty — according to Owen.
"Of the people that started
is the grocery manager and David
shopping here when we opened,
Owen is the deli manager.
"It's something that gets in
your blood," Owen said. "I've • See Page 2
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Government selects colleges to offer loans
WASHINGTON (AP) — Students at 105 colleges will get
what Education Secretary
Richard Riley calls "one-stop
shopping" when they apply for
government loans next year.
The Education Department
unveiled its new direct loan program Monday. under which the
government will lend students
money instead of funneling the
loans through banks and guarantor agencies that charge extra.
The Federal Direct Student
Loan Program also will save taxpayers money by giving students
a more generous repayment sche-

dule that should lower the default
rate, Riley said.
-We are on track to make
good on our pledge to save taxpayers S4.3 billion in the course
of the next five years," he said.
"Parents and students will appreciate one-stop shopping."
Congress enacted the program
earlier this year at President Clinton's urging.
In its first phase, 105 schools
will offer direct loans to nearly
300,000 students next year,
accounting for 5 percent of the
nation's total new student loans.

,

The following year, nearly half
of the schools that provide federal student aid will offer direct
loans. By 1998, -these loans will
make up 60 percent of all student
lending.
"This is going to help us all."
said Kassahun Tefera, a junior at
the University of the District of
Columbia, which will offer direct
loans next year. "Now it's so
confusing with all the papers to
fill out."
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Students will save immediately. Banks now charge 8 percent
in up-front fees for federal student loans. The program changes
that to 4 percent, a savings of
$120 on a $3,000 loan.
Starting in 1995, the program
also will lower the loan's interest
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FROM PAGE 1
NAFTA.
Foes of the agreement said
they remained undaunted, and
claimed at least 223 supporters
— more-than enough to kill the
pact designed to eliminate tariffs
and other restrictions on trade
between Canada, Mexico and the
United States over 15 years.
Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Ohio, a
leader of the NAFTA opponents,
accused Clinton of "wining and
dining people now at taxpayers'
expense," a reference to the
deals the White House has reportedly offered for votes.
"It's a man's way of doing
business," she said in an interview. "I mean, men like confrontation, not cooperation. For President Clinton ansl, many of the
men involved, winning becomes
more important than many of the
values involved. ... I think he's
demeaning the debate by doing

all of this" deal-making.
A pair of free-trade supporters,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said they hope to grab
up to a dozen votes from Florida
before the House vote Wednesday night. According to the AP
survey, five Floridians said they
support NAFTA or are likely to
do so; 15 are ready to oppose it,
and three are undecided.
The state's lawmakers scheduled a meeting 'today in the
Capitol to hear from agricultural
interests back home.
Congressional sources said the
administration struck a deal with
some lawmakers from Oklahoma
and Texas to act against Canadian wheat imports in -exchange
for their votes.
The administration agreed to
impose quotas on durum wheat if
Canada does not change its pricing policies within 60 days, the
sources said.

•Owen...
FROM PAGE 1

v

MURRAY POLICE
Nov. 9
•Janice Marie Jones, Mayfield, was charged with seconddegree forgery and giving officers a false name.
Nov. 10
*Raymond F. French, Broad Street, reported his 1978 Toyota stolen from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital parking
lot. The car was later recovered by police. Police are looking
for a possible suspect.
Nov. 13,
*Sometime around midnight a white male entered the 76
Mart at Ninth and Sycamore Street in a gray sweat suit and
told the clerk he had a gun and demanded money. The clerk
gave the man a small amount of money. No injuries were
reported. The incident is under investigation.
*Sondra Clyde Clinton, Almo, was arrested and charged
with shoplifting and possession of prescription drugs in the
wrong container following a complaint from Video Gold.
•Jack L. Waldrop, Lafayette Street, was charged with alcohol intoxication and third-degree arson after he allegedly set a
mattress on fire at Murray Plaza Court. According to reports
from the Murray Fire Department, Waldrop apparently fell
asleep and dropped a cigarette on the mattress.

rate.
The 105 participating schools
were picked from 900 applicants
that now participate in federal
studenrk loan program, have a
default rate less than 25 percent
and can electronically process
loan applications or are installing
the machinery to do so.
They include several large
state schools, such as the universities of Florida, Michigan and
Illinois, Ivy League schools such
as Harvard, Cornell and Brown,
and trade schools such as the
Faust Institute of Cosmetology in
Storm Lake, Iowa.
When a student applies for a
direct loan, the college will electronically send the application to
the Education Department, which
will in 72 hours decide if the student is eligible and send a check.
But not everybody believes
direct lending is the way to go.
American Student Assistance, the
nation's oldest student loan guarantor, said the industry is reforming itself, to make applying for
and repaying loans simpler.

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Nov. 14
*Russell Manley reported someone took a boat and motor
from his pier near Panorama Shores. The boat is a 15 foot red
and white aluminum boat with a 30 horsepower Johnson
motor.
Nov. 15
*Joan Beard, 44, New Concord, was arrested and charged
with welfare fraud. Beard was lodged in the Calloway County
Jalt-in-treu-crt--$Z5frO-casti or approved surety.
'Darrell Lee Rowland, 49, Hamlin, was arrested and
charged with flagrant non-support. He was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of $15,000 cash.

•Backers...

Subscription Rates
All subscrptions payable in advance •
Home oelivery 6 days a week
1 month

"You shouldn't have 10 have
an MBA in finance to understand
how to get and process a loan,"
Riley agreed.
Now, students apply for loans
through colleges under the Federal Family Education Loan Program. Banks provide the money
and the government pays the
loan's interest until the student
leaves school. If a student
defaults, one of 47 guarantor
agencies repays the lender and
then tries to collect the debt.
The government estimates
direct loans could save taxpayers
$4.3 billion in five years, from
the fees it pays lenders and from
fewer defaults. In fiscal 1993, for
example, default costs totaled
S2.5 billion.

REPORTS

CHECK OUR
WEEKLY
SPECIALS

1983 Olds 98 Regency
Loaded. moo clean car

NOW '3,788

WAS '4795
1987 Mercury Sable LS
Loaded, leather interior, extra clean

WAS '4995

NOW '3,888

1984 Ford LTD
Coca', one owner. good condition

WAS '3995

NOW $2,988

1986 Lincoln Towncar
Designer series wall the extras'

WAS '4995

I'd say about 90 percent still
shop here," Owen said. "We've
always had a great relationship
with the customers."
A lot of those customers have
come from almost across the
street. You can get a good look at
Murray State University from the
front door of Owen's, and at
lunch time, the deli counter has a
lot of professors, staff and students purchasing their lunch at
Owen's.
In addition to the customers
the campus has brought, Owen,
like most Murray businesses, has
hired a lot of MSU students
through the years.
"The university has been good
to us," Owen said.
And his gift has been well

As both sides counted votes
and lobbied behind closed doors,
each used public events to turn
up the pressure.
Clinton spoke to a group of
small'business owners, defending
NAFTA and reminding them that
if it does not work, the United
States could pull out by giving
six months notice.

FROM PAGE 1
taming ammonium nitrate are
located near the structure that
was on fire. Cherry said he
wanted to be sure the fire stayed under control and did not

•Bunning...

NOW $3,788

FROM PAGE 1
Washington and after reading
volumes of material until literally
my head ached, I have determined to vote for the North
American Free Trade Agreement
when it reaches the floor on
Wednesday."
But Matzoh added: "... I share
the very same concerns and
uncertainties and worries and
frustrations that my people at
home experience about whether
or not NAFTA will, in fact, create more jobs -here than it would
destroy; whether, in fact, NAFTA
will create more high-paying jobs
for our American workers; about
whether all the pledges to assist
workers and industries adversely
affected by NAFTA will be
honored."

1986 Olds Delta 88
2 Door, extra nice stwonly 29xxx miles

WAS '6595

NOW '5,788

1984 Olds 98 Regency Brougham

Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations
Stocking Stuffers

Loaded with leather

NOW '3,688

WAS '4995

1988 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
Loaded with extras & leather

WAS '5995

NOW '4,788
Court

1987 Olds Firenza
4 Dr, automatic, a good Nile car

WAS '3995

WAS '3995

WAS *3995

WAS '3795

WAS '4995
1983 Buick Park Avenue
Extra neat loaded
WAS '5195

Sponsored by:

v4rap

NOW $2,888

Please join us
for our annual

NOW $2,688

Hanging of the Green

%.

*r. •-°.
•.
-1:

NOW $3,888

IMParker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
(502) 753-5273

We will read the scripture and tell the legends of
Christmas while the sanctuary is being decorated for
the holiday season.
Special music will be provided by
children's choirs & bell choirs,
organ solos

First United
Methodist Church
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CD OWNERS!

ark

Sunday, November 21 • 7 p.m.

NOW '3,888

"You Will Be Satisfied"
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2-12-20-23-31-34-39-55
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NOW $3,688

Murray

THE PICK:
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1983 Olds 98 Regency Brougham
Note *ice
WAS '4995

Main St.

0-3-0

‘
44k r5."
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NOW '2,788

Loadad,

701
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1988 Ford Escort
2 Dr, automatic. air only 42.xxx miles

Cassette Tapes
Books & Cards
Mugs & Plaques
Gaines & Puzzles
Ky. & U.K. Gifts

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

,
41a.....
••••-•.'...---

1986 AMC Alliance
illutomahc, a clean little car

Stop by & browse through our store
Open Sundays 1-5 Now Until
Christmas

Bunning said Monday he
believed President Clinton has
underestimated the number of
American jobs that would move
to Mexico if the treaty were
adopted.
"Possibly in areas of the country where the economy is strong
fir recovering, the short-term
painful side effects of NAFTA
could be tolerated. But there are
places in this country which
would be directly affected by
NAFTA where they can not take
much more pain — places like
Elliott County in my home district where the unemployment
rate is still above 20 percent."
Bunning said he is philosophically in favor of free and fair
trade, which he said provides
benefits for workers, consumers
and investors.

jf1:04911/ wiggly

1985 Ford Crown Victoria
Loaded wleatier. one owner

Gift Ideas For The
Entire Family.

reach those containers.
Firefighters from Paris and
Henry County also assisted Calloway by standing by at the
main fire station to back up
other CCFR volunteers.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

NOW *2,488

1984 Mercury Grand Marquis
Well °dug:iced good transportation
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Square • Murray • 753-7222
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•Terminal...

He did not identify any projects
or any laws that might have been
broken.

received by Murray State
officials.
"I deal with a lot of pepole,
and Mr. Owen is one of these
folks who has done something
out of his heart," said Murray
State's director of development
Chuck Ward."He has a true charitable heart. I'm sure there are
some financial considerations
with this, but I think this is a special gift."
Even so, Owen doesn't see it
as a gift.
"If it weren't for our customers, we wouldn't be able to do
this," Owen said. "I don't consider it as a gift. I consider it as an
investment. It'll pay off
dividends for years. I would like
to come back about 100 years
from now and be able to see how
many different lives this will
touch."

UI

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
Nov. 15 *
*Firefighters were called to a possible propane gas leak at
a home on Ky. 280 near Lakeway Shores at approximately
midnight. Two trucks and eight men stood by for approximately two hours while a propane gas company worked on the
problem. There was no fire.
*Firefighters responded to a truck fire on U.S. 641 N. south
of Ky. 464. A Chevrolet Silvered° owned by Billy Hurt of Gilbertsville sustained major damage to the engine compartment
and cab. One truck and five volunteers were on the scene for
approximately 30 minutes. No injuries were reported.

Ross Perot, NAFTA's billionaire opponent, showed up outside
the Capitol again to try to sink
the agreement.
He called for a federal investigation of what he said were billions of dollars in projects he said
Clinton offered undecided lawmakers for their ,votes at a Sunday night White House dinner.
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Services, Inc.
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British court listens to police tapes
PRESTON, England (AP) —
Taped interrogations of one of
two schoolboys accused of killing
a toddler reveal an 11-year-old
repeatedly changing his story
while denying blame for the victim's abduction and death.
The boy, identified per court
order only as Child A, is heard
breaking down and crying on
several occasions during the
police questioning.
"Why can't I go home with
me mum?" Child A asks at one
point in a sniffily voice.
The court was to resume listening today to the tapes, which total
about 6A hours. Later this week
the court will hear the nearly six
hours of interviews with Child B.
The two 11-year-old boys arc
charged with the abduction and
murder of. James Bulger, taken
from a Liverpool shopping mall
Feb. 12. The 2-year-old was led
atx)ut two miles across town to a
lonely rail track, where his battered body was found two days
later.

Both boys, who were 10 at the
time of the crime, have pleaded
innocent. But prosecutors say
Child B has confessed to the
Crime while Child A told police
he only watched. Since they are
under 14 the prosecution must
prove they knew right from
wrong.
On the police tapes, Child A is
heard telling police he and Child
B saw James for a moment walking with his mother in the shopping center. "I never left with
Baby James," the boy tells
police.
But, presented with videos
from mall security cameras showing two older boys leading James
away, Child A recants and admits
they left .twith the toddler.
Speaking in a clear, high-

left the toddler at a church, but
when confronted with two witnesses who placed the boys with
James on a hill farther along the
route, Child A says he kit the
toddler there.

we killed him but we never," the
boy is heard telling police.
Child A's lawyer, his mother
and two police officers were present during the four interviews
the court has heard so far. They
took Rlace on Feb. 18 and 19 at
the Walton Lane Police Station.

Under further, questioning,
Child A recants agiiin and admits
to police he last saw James at the
rail line. Child A said he and
Child B left the crying toddler
there.
"You're trying to get us to say

Last week the court heard two
psychiatrisu testify that the boys
know right from wrong and probably did so at the time of the
Crime_
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pitched voice with a heavy Liverpudlian accent, Child A tells
police that Child B took the toddler and asks: "Why are you
talking to me?"
The boy then tells police he

Canada could make
deal with Mexico
TORONTO (AP) — Canada
could cut its own free trade deal
with Mexico if the United States
abandons NAFTA, Canada's
ambassador to 'Mexico says.
In. an interview with the Canadian Press news agency, David
Winfield also said senior Canadian business leaders are pressuring the new Liberal government
to look at that option if NAFTA
dies in Congress.
For now Prime Minister Jean
Chrenen says he will not ratify
the pact even if it does survive
the House vote Wednesday. He
wants to renegotiate tIle terms for
.uhsidies, dumping and energy.
Canada joined talks on North
American free trade to prevent
Mexico from getting a better deal
than Canada's trade pact with the
United States.
But increasingly, business
leaders have seen the fastmaturing Mexican economy as a
promising market.
Trade Minister Roy MacLaren

was quoted Monday in the Toronto Star as saying Canada would
work closely to improve trade
relations with Mexico if NAFTA
fails. •
Thomas d'Aquino, president of
the Business Council on National
Issues, has been among those
telling MacLaren that free trade
with Mexico shouldn't be
scuttled if Congress votes NAFTA down. The Council represents
150 of Canada's largest
corporations.
"Torn d'Aquino and others
from the private sector have,
indeed, I think, counselled Roy
MacLaren and the government
that this step should be considered, if not taken," Winfield
said.
Gordon Ritchie, former Canadian free trade negotiator, and
Murray Smith, head of the
Ottawa-based Centre for Trade
Policy and Law, have also advocated a Canada-Mexico deal if
the United States gets cold feet.

Four Buddhist monks
sentenced to jail terms
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — A
court has sentenced four Buddhist
monks to jail terms of up to four
years on charges of disturbing
public order for their part in a
demonstration last spring.
The sentences were handed
down Monday by a People's
Court in Hue following a
Vietnamese crackdown on religious demonstrations protesting
government restrictions.
In a broader implication, the
monks drew the support of
human rights groups and U.S.
officials who said the trial was
unfair and threatened normalization of relations with the United
States, which Vietnam has been
pushing.
Sen. Bill Bradley, D-NJ., in a
Nov. 8 letter to Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, said the
monks were being tried "solely
for the non-violent expression of
their religious beliefs."
"I have serious doubts that the
trial of the monks, which began

,t

Nov. 1 behind closed doors, will
conform to international human
rights standards," Bradley wrote.
"The accused have been denied
access to legal counsel of their
own choice. The governmentcontrolled media has waged a
countrywide campaign against
them, in violation of their right to
a presumption of innocence."
Bradley urged Christopher to
raise these concerns with
Vietnamese authorities. "As the
United States and Vietnam move
toward normalization of relations,
it is important that respect for
human rights be an integral part
of the U.S.-Vietnam dialogue,"
he said.
Kenneth P. Hutchison, executive director of the Asian American Free Labor Institute in
Washington, wrote to Prime
Minister Vo Van Kiet Nov. 5 that
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Also listed are Angola, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, the Caucasus
region of the former Soviet
Union, Liberia, El Salvador,
Cambodia, the formci. Yugoslavia
and Somalia.
The world is failing its needy
and oppressed people, the medical aid group said, because of
timid diplomacy, economic sanctions that hurt only the poor,
peacekeeping operations that turn
partisan and more concern with
elections than human survival.
The U.S. branch of the private
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the Vietnamese government was
making a "grave mistake" putting the Buddhists on trial at a
time when Hanoi is seeking to
normalize relations with the
Untied States.

group founded by French doctors
two decades ago released the
report, "Life, Death and Aid."
Doctors Without Borders has stationed 5,000 volunteer doctors,
nurses and other professionals in
80 countries.
Sudan also topped last year's
report that listed populations
most in danger.
"The people of Sudan are
arguably the most at risk as the
country has one of the worst
records of killings, organized
starvation and deportations of
civilians in recent history," the
report said.
Thousands of people have been
killed and tens of thousands displaced in fighting between the
government and rebels, the report
said.
"Relief efforts have long been
hampered by the international
community's diplomatic respect
for a government with one of the
worst human rights records on
the African continent," it said.
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Sudan heads list of
10 worst failures
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sudan heads a list of the world's
10 worst humanitarian failures
compiled by an international
medical aid group.
Sudan's people are starving
under "a ruthless dictatorship
that violates every human right in
the book," according to a report
released today by Doctors Without Borders.
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FROM OUR READERS
College athletics 'an economic issue'
Dear Editor
I could not agree more with David Ramey's assessment of our
nation's problems ("Senatorial focus on football" Oct. 27, 1993).
Health care reform, crime, the deficit, and foreign relations are all
concerns on which I spend the overwhelming portion of my time.
ibis makes it all the more surprising that Mr. Ramey would suggest that I am wasting taxpayers' time and money by calling for an
investigation of the college football bowl coalition.
Last month, I requested the assistant attorney general to examine
for potential antitrust violations a two-year-old agreement among
five college football conferences, Notre Dame, and the major postseason bowl games. This agreement excludes all independent teams
other than Notre Dame from competing for major bowl
appearances.
The agreement, in my view, unfairly denies the independent
teams the financial and other rewards that come from participating
in a major_ bowl. Not only do non-member schools. lbse substantial
revenue, but they also are denied the television exposure that leads
to bent( recruitment and stronger alumni support.
Let's face facts: even though college athletics have amateur status, they often mean big money to schools and their communities.
In other words, the bowl coalition shut-out of independents is an
economic issue — not just a sports issue — just like my support for
jobs at the Ford, Corvette, and Toyota plants in Kentucky is based
on more than just being an auto enthusiast.
I am also concerned about Mr. Ramey's sense of justice. He
writes: "The college football bowl system is unethical, unfair, and
unjust. But, then again, isn't that college athletics?" If we were to
follow this way of thinking, Mr. Ramey would have us accept murder and robbery as tolerable, since they have been around for a
long time, and trying to correct the problem is complicated.
I face a variety of problems every day, some significant and
some minor, but I face each one with Kentucky foremost in mind.
Although the bowl coalition matter was economically important, it
was hardly the only issue I have taken action on during the last few
weeks, and consumed very little of my time.
Maybe I should leave problems like the bowl coalition to writers,
as Mr. Ramey suggests. But as your Kentucky senator, I was
elected to confront such difficulties head on, not simply tolerate
them.
Mitch McConnell
United States Senator

"In my age group," Chad
Simons explained, "we knew
we'd be the next generation of
soldiers. We'd heard about Hider
from the time we were in the 5th
or 6th grade. Even as children we
knew there would be war. We
always knew it."
But the certainty of war did not
cloud Chuck Simons' youth.
Growing up in Eldorado,.111.,
with his mother, father, and
beloved brother, Gene, Chuck
looked back on his growing-up
years with great fondness. Music
was his first love. In fact, Simons
swore that his two favorite tunes
when he was still in the cradle
were "When the Red, Red Robin
Comes Bob, Bob Bobbin' Along"
and "Bye, Bye Blackbird."
"High school was a great
time," Chuck reminisced. Both of
the Simons boys were cheerleaders, and both enjoyed music. During his teens, Chuck was
involved in church and civic
activities. He also played in a
-band, and confessed to going to
road houses to dance after ball
games. "They were typical high
school -years," he said. On Dec. 7, 1941, Simons was a
student at Murray State University. That Sunday, he and his friend
Eddie were walking down Main
Street, coming back from the
movies, when they heard the terrible news. The way Chuck
remembered it, they were just
passing the Presbyterian Church
when another friend, Tommy

NIAIN STREE'l•

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Ttnrs columnist
James, ran up to them shouting,
"The Japs have bombed Pearl
Harbor!"
Chuck Simons enlisted in the
Army in November of 1942, with
the provision that tie could finish
his education before fulfilling his
military obligation. After graduation, he ended up in the Army/
Air Force Band, playing other
troops off to war. It was not until
1945 that Simons was transferred,
along with thousands of his Air
Force contemporaries, to the
infantry.
In a letter he wrote home the
night his ship sailed from New
York, Chuck expressed his deepest feelings to his family: "During those two years as an Air
Force musician, I played to the
marchihg feet of countless numbers of soldiers who were bound
for overseas duty. As I waved
goodbye, I felt always the agony
which only self-respect can know
when conscience challenges. Yes,
there I stood playing and waving
goodbye. The insignificance I felt
at each troop train departure can
never be described — I knew I
should be with them."

In his last day on U.S. soil, the
young soldier was stunned by the
simple majesty of the country he
was leaving, perhaps never to see
again. "Everything seemed particularly American that day," he
declared. He heard a jazz band on
the radio, spotted a tractor
marked with the legend,'Made in
Toledo, Ohio.' "I saw a sign
reading, 'Try Kabladowsky's
Steak House' and that even
sounded American," the 21-yearold Simons reported.
Chuck Simons ended up in
Germany, as part of the Army of
Occupation. Throughout that
time, he had the privilege of
playing in bands for a variety of
important people, including Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower and Gen.
George S. Patton.
His most compelling memories
of the war were not of bands and
generals, but of the German
children who begged food from
American soldiers. One little
urchin, whom Chuck nicknamed
Jake, began showing up every
day with his sister. "He was a
small boy with blond hair and
blue eyes," 5imons wrote in a

memoir. "I don't say he was out
of the ordinary; frankly, he
wasn't. But from the first
moment I noticed him and felt his
freezing little hand as he strolled
to the mess hall with me late in
November, he was my weakness
as far as stealing U.S. Army
bread for babies."
For weeks. "Jake" and sister
Inge showed up for bread every
day, so when the child did not
appear for four days, Simons was
concerned.
Inge pretended not to understand Chuck's halting German,
but she eventually confessed that
her little brother was dead. He'd
been hit by an American car as
he started down the street clutching Chuck's daily contribution of
bread in his tiny fist.
"I cried that night and I cursed
everything that cost that boy his
life," Simons admitted. Nearly 50
years later, the image of that little
boy still brought tears to Chuck's
eyes.
Last Tuesday, Nov. 9, Chuck
Simons died of a massive heart
attack. Husband, father, musician,
soldier, teacher, friend, Chuck
Simons was cherished by those
who knew and loved him. Today
they all can take comfort in
knowing that Chuck is with his
brother, his parents, and even
little Jake. Best of all, when
Gabriel blows his horn, now
Chuck Simons' will be there to
give a proper drum roll.

Sharing the 'high value' of education
Dear Editor:
"Better Schools Shape Better Tomorrows" is the 1993 theme for
American Education Week (November 15-20). It is certainly appropriate each year that our nation pauses to celebrate the contribution
education makes to the successful lives and careers of our citizens.
As we in the Murray School District reflect about the role of education in our future, we join with educators throughout the state in
an effort to reform and restructure our educational system to be
more effective in meeting the needs of our students. In order to do
so, we will continue to focus on the pursuit of a "Tradition of
Excellence."
We have asked a few Murray High School graduates to write
letters indicating what they remember about their school experience. In reading their comments it is very clear that all of them
place a high value on the education they received. I am requesting
that you share these letters with the readers of the Murray Ledger
& Times. I know that there will be much interest in what they have
to say.
I conclude my letter by sincerely thanking the Ledger & Times
for its continued support of the public schools and Murray State
University. All of your staff members are to be commended for the
timely and well-written reports about school activities in our
community.
W.A. Franklin, Superintendent
Murray Independent Schools

City schools continuing fine tradition
Dear Editor:
When you mention the Murray Independent Schools, many
adjectives come to mind which describe this great system. Excellence, pride, tradition, preparedness, just to mention a few. I have
been privileged to live in this fine community and to have been
educated in this system.
Teachers and administrators too numerous to mention were dedicated, instrumental and tireless workers who touched and
influenced many lives. They continue to carry on this fine tradition.
I dare say there is no other system in the state of Kentucky which
has produced more physicians, attorneys, educators, scientists,
engineers, bankers and good blue collar workers than the Murray
Independent School System.
I had the opportunity to serve as a school board member for 14
years. It was a very gratifying and rewarding experience. I saw first
hand just how good our system functioned and produced year after
year. We received national recognition and were ranked as one of
the best school districts in the state.
Yes, I feel fortunate to be a legacy of the finest school system in
the state of Kentucky.
Tom Rushing
Murray High Class of '56

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer'S'address and telephone number included in case venfication is
necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Letters must not
,be snore than 51)0 words. Letters should he typewriuen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or resort any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, ?array Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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Perot doesn't tell what makes him tic
After flipping through a large
stack of biographical material on
Ross Perot, I still haven't found
the answers to several key questions about him.
Does he look under the bed
before turning in? Does he sleep
with the lights on? Does he often
go tiptoeing down the stairs after
hearing strange squeaks and
bumps in the night? And does he
believe in the bogey man?
These might seem like strange
questions, but based on Perot's
behavior, I'm not sure. For all of
his confidence when yipping and
yapping on TV, Perot appears to
be one real jumpy guy.
Of course, we all have reason
to be jumpy. You can be bopped
on the head in your hallway or
zapped if you toot your horn at
the wrong homicidal driver.
But Perot seems to think that
there are all sorts of shadowy
creeps out there constantly stalking him. No wonder he's so
scrawny: He probably can't eat or
get a good night's sleep.
He sounded his most recent
alarm at one of his anti-NAFTA
rallies, causing his loving followers to gasp and look woeful.
The latest mortal danger comes
from a band of Cuban hit men.
As Perot described them: "A
Mafia-like group." And they have
been dispatched to latmp him off
because they are for NAFTA and
he isn't.
As Perot tells it, this Mafialike group of Cubans is in the
drug trade. And if NAFTA is
enacted, they will be able to
smuggle drugs into this country

by tucking the stuff into Mexican
merchandise.
That is a fascinating plot if you
are in the B-movie business. But
as reality, it has a few gaping
holes.
For one thing, the big-time
drug merchants of Latin America
have long been highly efficient at
flooding us with drugs. The federal government has just about
given up on being able to stop
them. So why would they want to
create a furor and bring heat on
themselves by doing away with
Perot?
Second, some goof with 25
cents and a pay phone was the
originator of this story.
This anonymous caller phoned
a tip service in California and
said he was with a man who
spoke only Spanish. This man
had just been released from a
Mexican jail. While in jail, he
heard about the plot to bump off
Perot.
That's it. No names, no specifics. Just a voice on a phone.
Over the years, I've had hundreds of calls of this kind. Often
I can hear a jukebox playing'in
the background and somebody
yelling for another round.
But this tip was passed along

,

to the cops and, as a matter of
routine, relayed by authorities to
Perot.
And in a twinkling, Perot had
spread the word, and it was all
over the news shows. Naturally,
Perot vowed to bravely go on
with his anti-NAFTA crusade,
despite the mortal threat to life
and scrawny limb. What a bold
guy.
Of course, he's become accustomed to this kind of danger.
When he was making his run
for- president, he talked about a
plot by armed terrorists to invade
his estate in Texas. They were
Black Panthers or maybe Vict
Cong or some such meanies.
That, too, made big headlines
and hot 30-second news squibs
on the networks.
But the horde of armed terrorists never showed up. Which
must have been a relief to Perot
because the cops in this part of
Texas said they didn't know anything about any invading terrorist
army. Nor did Perot's former security chief. This led to conjecture
that Perot might have seen a raccoon run across his lawn. In the
moonlight, it would be easy to
mistake a raccoon for 25 highlytrained killers.

Then there was the nasty business about a threat to his daughtcr's wedding.
He said a Republican plot had
been uncovered to invade the
wedding and spread phony photographs of his daughter that would
sully her reputation.
This, too, was hot news for a
while. But it also raised puzzling
questions.
For one, why wouldn't a man
worth two or three billion dollars
hire enought security guards to
prevent someone from crashing a
wedding? And if he couldn't
defend the borders of a church
from invasion, how could he, as
president, defend the borders of
the United States?
The anti-wedding plot was
investigated and found to be
nothing but a fantasy, and Perot
hasn't said anything about it
since. But, who knows, the villains might turn up with those
photos at the daughter's silver
wedding anniversary.
So for Perot's peace of mind, I
hope that NAFTA is approved. If
it isn't, he will be given credit for
defeating it, and therefore, he
will be blamed.
Then every time he sees a raccoon or armadillo cross his lawn,
lac will think he has seen Nacho
Villa.
When the wind rustles through
the trees, he will think he hears a
voice saying, "Hey, gringo, what
you got in those saddlebags?"
It would be a terrible thing for
this man to go through the rest of
his life thinking: "I winder
what's really in this taco."
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Students in Sherri Monroe's !Wince classes have alloyed watching
the hair row on their "Hairy Potatoes." Winners pictured are Cheisie
McCuistat (the ugliest), Tel Often (most creative) and Madeleine Philpot
(the pretisst).
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Jim Palermo with the Louisville Symphony Orchestra presented s lesson to fourth and fifth grade music students at East Elementary.
Connie Ottway performed for East Calloway music students on the violin and mandolin.
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North Calloway primary students In Becky Gore's class use stuffed arilmats for sorting, measuring, weighing and classifying. Pictured: Jacob
Young, Seana Sims, Wendy Ouam, Ryan Kirk and Jessica Streetman.
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tuthwest preschool visited Tldwell's•Christams Tree Farm. Helen lid/ell crocheted Christmas stockings for each student and served homemade tree cookies and soda.

Charde' Hudspeth and Ellen Hayman were among the Robertson
Elementary students who toured HT Marketing. They are pictured with
school-business partnership coordinator Rhonda Howard.

Don Faughn and Bob Jackson, from HT Marketing, got a visit from
Robertson primary students (from left) Rebecca Hansis, Theresa Mercado and Kayla Hurt.
Fifth graders at North Calloway work together to test a suspension
bridge they build while working in cooperative learning groups. Pictured: Matt Gibson, Chris Duncan, Marlin Williams and Clifton Gamer.
Calloway Middle students Shawn Fuqua, Russell Hargrove, Tom Wilson,
John Adams and Steve Reed gather facts at Culture Day, held at Murray
State.
•

MHS student Raymond Duvall works on reading skills with Robertson
primary students Bobby Mitchell and Jeremiah Voyles. The program is
sirsored by the Murray Foundation for Excellence.

Glenn Leckie, Calloway High art instructor, (pictured left) and Hilda
Bennett, Murray Woman's Club coordinator, (pictured right) congratulate Jason Barnett and Paul Campfield, first and second place winners
of the Regional Woman's Club Art Show.
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CCHS sophomores Angela Elkins, Christina Thorn, Jay Starts and
Shannon Valles create a graffiti wall after researching fantasy In short
stories.
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Jason Hill, Jason Pritchett and Steve Reed, students at Calloway County Middle, tour the reproduction of the Nina that was docked In
Paducah.
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Cbaatnut Hills
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Gale B Cornelison, Director
Kathy E Wilson. Assistant Directx
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Herndon gets degree
•

AUBURN, Ala. — Angela
Edwards Herndon of Murray graduated with academic distinction
from Auburn University at summet commencement exercises.
Herndon, a magns, cum laude
graduate, received a bachelor's
degree in fashion merchandising.
She was a member of Who's
Who Among Students in American Unviersities and Colleges,
Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar Board,
Omicron Delta Kappa, Cardinal
Key, Phi Eta Sigma and Alpha
Lambda Delta honor societies,
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are pertet t tor everyone on
your list. Select gifts for
holidays, birthdays,
Mothe4 Pay, F4her'5..0ay,
weddings, graduations or
any special o«asion. And
the girt wrapping is free!
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Susan Cunningham
independent Beauty Consitcrit
Sales Director
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Career Opportunity
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Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority, Tigereues and the AU Modeling Board.
The graduate was also the recipient of the 1992 Bijan Award,
the 1993 Dorothy Dean Arnold
Award and the Unocal Foundation Scholarship.
In order to graduate magna
cum laude, a student must maintain an overall 3.6 grade point
averase.
Herndon is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D'on Herndon of
Murray.

Jo Burkeen
Today Ecitor
Special program at New Life Center
"KERA: A Christian Perspective" will be presentel Wednesday,
Nov. 17, at 7 p.m. at New Life Christian Center, i619 Martin's
Chapel Road, Murray. Marty McKenney of Marion wil discuss the
major implications of the Kentucky Education Refonted Act and
its dangerous parallels in history. McKenney is married to Colonel
(ret.) Tom McKenney who directs Words for Living Ministries,
The McKenneys host the bi-annual Believer's Retreat kid at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. The public is encouraged to attend.
For more information call Mark or Karen Welch at 73-1622 or
753-7217.

Class exhibit
at Art Guild
The advanced drawing class at
Murray State University has an
exhibition entitled "Recent Drawings" at the Murray Art Guild,
103 North Sixth St., Murray,
from -now until Nov. 30.
Murray Art Guild hours are
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
Artists included in the exhibition are Mark W. Adams,
Michael E. areidenbech, Jannifer
Fairbanks, Scott Clark Farley,
Andy Fitz Patrick, Michael B.
Gage, Shane Gregory, Paul B.
Lile and Lisa Yates. The class
instructor is Dale Leys.
A reception for the class was
held Friday, Nov. 12, from to 8
p.m. The public is invited to see
this special show.

Nail Designs
,by Deanna
•Manicurist
-Acrylic & Sculpts Nails
•Thursday & Friday
Walk-Ins Welcome
Appointments Suggested

The Beauty Box
Dixieland Center • Chestnut St.
Murray • 753-7132

You are Cordially Invited
to attend a

Homemakers selling poinsettias
Poinsettia sales are being conducted by Calloway Count/ Homemakers Clubs. All orders and monies must be brought to tie Calloway County Extension Office by Thursday, Nov. 18. Thi
plants
sell for Si for a 6Y1 inch plant with five to seven blooms Ind for
$IO for a plant with 10 to 15 blooms. The six varieties re
red,
white, pink, marble, jingle bells and peppermint. For cad
plant
sold, the homemaker's club will receive SI rebate, accordng
to
'Judy Statiler,-poinsettia chairman. The delivery date will be
Thursday, Dec. 2, at 2 p.m.

Daina Gaye Sykes and
Stephen Terrell Schatzman to marry

Sykes and Schatzman
wedding to be Dec. 27
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Maupin of Albuquerque, N.M., and Michael
Sykes of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Daina Gaye Sykes, to Stephen Terrell Schatzman,
both of Albuquerque. Mr. Schatzman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Schatzman of Albuquerque.
Miss Sykes is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Washer and
Mr. and Mrs. James Sykes, all of Murray.
Mr. Schatzman is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Cader Terrell and
Mrs. Dinty Schatzman and the late Thomas Schatzman.
The bride-elect is a graduate of La Cueva High School, Albuquerque. She is presently a senior at the University of New Mexico
and will receive a Bachelor of Arts degree in Counseling and Family
Studies in May 1994.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Sandia High School, Albuquerque.
He received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Criminal Justice from the
University of New Mexico. He is presently an account executive with
Alphagraphics.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Monday. Dec. 27, at 7
p.m. at Hoffmantown Baptist Church, Albuquerque, N.M.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

CCMS Site-Based Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Makink
Council will meet Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 5:15 p.m. at the school
library. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Nov 17, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only reqUirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.

Civitan meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 18, at noon at
Homcplace Family Restaurant. The guest speaker will be Dr. David
Roos. Civitan Program Coordinator Bob Lewis urges all Civitans to
be present and invites interested citizens to attend.

Sip 'n Sew Group will meet
Sip 'n Sew Group of Murray State University Women will meet
Thursday, Nov. 18, at 9:30 a.m. at the Faculty Club. Dues for MSU
Women's Society membership are $5 and can be paid Thursday or
sent to Barbara Lax at 2220 Edinborough, Murray. All MSU
women faculty, wives, or staff, current or retired, are welcome to
attend. Children are also welcome.

Irvin Cobb Ncighorhood Watch meeting will be Thursday, Nov.
18, at 7 p.m. at Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church. All
residents of the neighborhood are urged to attend.

Emergency Committee plans meeting

at the

The Local Emergency Planning Committee will meet Thursday,
Nov. 18, at 4:30 p.m. in the United Way Conference Room at
George Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.

New Providence

Elective Fair at CCMS tonight

Church of Christ

An Elective Fair will be tonight (Tuesday) from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. at Calloway County Middle School. All eighth graders and
their parents are invited to attend so the students carCview the elective courses that they will be able to select for the next year of
school.

t!Dytiril)v.r `1B-:_;).1), I 1.).m lalg,11117
Theme: "And now abideth faith, hope
and charity, these three..."
410.

- SPEAKERS Thurs: Norman Mathis, Henry, TN
Fri: Danny Lamp, Martin, TN
Sat: Ewing Stubblefield, Hazel, KY
Charles Frace" • For 20 Years America's Master of Wildlife Art

BETHEL BAZAAR — A Christmas bazaar, sponsored by Bethel United
Methodist Church Women, will be Saturday, Nov. 20, from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Numerous
crafts for Christmas giving, homemade baked goods and hot tamales
will be sold. Pictured, from left, are Mamie Evans, Mary Redden,
Kathryn Bynum and Melissa Rowland working on crafts for the bazaar.

Home Department plans event
The Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a
potluck brunch and "fun" auction
on Thursday, Nov. 18, at 11 a.m.
at the club house.
In addition to articles of various kinds, home-baked goods

will be featured and a few
surprises.
Hostesses will be Bobbie
Waters, Betty Boston, Hazel Lancaster, Dolly Lorenz, and Modelle Talent. Guests are welcome to
attend.

Christmas
Special!!
1-8x10

'Wayfarers* continues Price"; series of limited editions dedicated to our national
parks and the wildlife that inhabits them.Grant Teton is host to Frace-s trio of coyotes,
which are among the most Intelligent and resourceful animals of this continent.

Reserve Your Print Today!

2-5x7's
8—Wallets
8—Christmas
Cards
$3900

Square'•'Mum • 753-1019 • Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Bill Lalicker will present a presentation on "Habitat for Humanity" on Thursday, Nov. 18, at 7 p.m. at Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Refreshments will be served. The public is invited
to attend.

'Meet the Lakers' will be Friday
The annual Calloway County "Meet the Lakers" basketball introductions will be Friday evening, Nov. 19, in Calloway County High
School gymnasiu. Activities will include the introduction of coaches and players on the middle and high school teams as well as playing short intra-squad scrimmage games. Tickets will be sold for a
donation of S2 per person at door, but players and coaches will be
admitted free. School complimentary passes will not be recognized.
Proceeds will be used to support the Calloway County boys and
girlg'basketball programs. Season passes at a cost of $20 for adults
and $15 for students(K through 12) will be available. These passes
may be used for all high school and middle scho91 home games.

$3,300 Letter II Jackpot!!!
N•
• 14 Games — $100 Each
Ckr0144,:to
• $1000 Jackpot — (55) Number Call
/
41'et"dkp
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each ueek 4
°71
*
,AlY
• Letter "H" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $3300!
(Consolation Prize • 19% of it Jackrxit, minimum $1900
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60q, 75% and 90%

GALLERY,
I, 1

Lalicker Will speak at St. Leo's

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

for an appoinbrirro

1

Breast Feeding Support Group will meet Thursday. Nov. 18,
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in Room 416 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All pregnant and nursing mothers and their babies are invited
to attend. The group will not meet in December. For more information call Pat Anderson at 762-1425.

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

CALL TODAY

`•

Breast Feeding Support Group to meet

13•11•INI•G•0

753-7050
301 N. 12th • Universi

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will
sponsor a party on Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 2 p.m. for resident
of
Fern Terrace Lodge. All women of the churches in the city ad
county are urged to attend.

Irvin Cobb meeting Thursday

Gospel Meeting

The

CWU party at Fern Terrace

I

)

Dixieland Center (In the Breezeway)
Chestnut .5t • Murray

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

•
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LEDGER & TIMES

discussing recipes the other

day,
and it made me think of these
two favorites of mine.
Ruth (Mrs. Don) Wright gave
me this one from her Southern
Living Cooking Light cookbook.
Monterey Jack Quiche Squares
3 eggs
/
1
2 cup plus 2 T. all purpose
flour
% L baking powder
V. t. salt
11
/
2 cup (6 oz.) shredded Monterey Jack cheese
1 cup plus 2 T. low -fat cottage
cheese
1 (4 oz.) can diced chilies,
drained
Vegetable cooking spray.
Beat eggs (at room temperature) with electric mixer for three
minutes or until thick. Combine
flour, baking powder and salt,
add to eggs and beat untH
smooth. Stir in cheese and green
chilies.
Pour mixture into 9-inch
square baking pan coated with
cooking spray. Bake at 350
degrees for 30 to 35 minutes.
Cool in pan 10 minutes before
1
2 inch.
serving, cut into 2/
squares. Yield: 16 appetizers.
About 76 calories each.
Can be prepared for baking 2
to 3 days early, held in frig and
baked last moment.
• • • •

A 50th wedding anniversary is
certainly a milestone, and Becky
West wanted to mark the date of
her parents. Rebecca and Haron.
She came up with a wonderful
idea.
Rebecca and Haron's 50th
anniversary was Oct. 23. so
Becky had an anniversary flag
flown over the Tennessee state
capitol to commemorate the occasion. Then after it was flown that
day, the powers that be mailed
the flag for a keep-sake to the
Wests. They also had a family
dinner party with Steve. Gail, the
four grandchildren, Becky, and
the guests of honor.
• • • •
The author, Robert Fulghum,
was in Nashville recently for a
fund-raiser and autograph party
with his new book, Maybe (May-

be Not).
Our middle daughter and her
husband sort of looked after Mr.
Fulghum during his stay there..
Linda Bailey knew how much I
admired him and asked him to
autograph his new book for me.
His philosophy is simple but so
workable. He says.If I was absolutely certain about all things. 1
would spend my life in anxious
misery, fearful of losing my way.
But since everything and anything is always possible, the miraculous is always nearby and

wonders shall never, ever cease.
I believe that, human freedom
may be stated in one term, which
serves as a little brick propping
open the door of existence.
"Maybe."
You may remember his first
book, All I Really Need to Know
I Learned in Kindergarten, occupied the number one spot on the
Ncw York Times' best seller list

Alice (Mrs. Bob) Byars gave
me this Fruit Compote from
Nashville Seasons cookbook.
Fruit Compote
10 wincsap apples
1 small can apricot halves
2 tbsp. crushed pineapple
2 tbsp. seedless raisins
/
1
2 cup sugar
% cup water
Juice of one lemon
Grated nutmeg.
Peel, core and quarter apples,
place in casserole dish. Add apricots, pineapple, raisins and
simple syrup (boil water and
sugar together until thickens a
little). Sprinkle with nutmeg.
Bake 350 degrees for 30 minutes
until apples are tender. Serves 8.
• • • •

for some 96 weeks.
Don't miss this most entertaining work.
• • • •
Nell McCuiston is retiring after
20 years from Fisher-Price. She
told me her last working day is
Nov. 24, and her retirement day
is Nov. 29. Fisher-Price employees presented her with a very
unusual clock that tells the time
all over the world.
I quizzed Nell about her plans
for the future, and she said, "1 am
going to live for The Lord and

Christmas church bazaars are
alive and well in Murray. Many
of you have asked if First Christian Church will have its annual
bazaar. The answer is YES! This
event is scheduled for Saturday,
Dec. 4, from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m.
A brunch will be served and the
bake sale will be held in connection with this affair. Make your
plans to attend.

keep making my hot tamales."
If you have never tased her
delicious mouth watering hot
tamales, you have missed it.
• • • •
Rose Marie Bryan and I were

Wednesday, Nev. 17
Tuesday, Nee. 16
Wednesday, Nov. 17
Murray Rotary Club Telethon/7-10
"KERA: A Christian Perspective"/7
Overeaters Aausiymtius 5 15 p m /Ellis
Formal Sorority Rosk/9 am -2 P-In by
pm./featurtng Munay State University/cm
p.m./New Life Christian Center
Community Center
Council, Corns Center, Min
Panhellenic
MSU, MHS sad CCHS assenels.
Info/753-1622 or 753-7217.
latest
le Eshibitio• by Mendi
ray State University Info/753 0355
United We Stand Murray-Calloway
Calloway Comity High School Site
Kent/04ms Center Gallery, Murray State
Advance Scheduling for 1994 sprat'
County Chapter/6 p.m./Holiday inn,
Based Decision Making Council/4
Admission free
semester at Murray Stalk/8 a n9 6
Murray.
p.m./home economics room.
Jelled Eahibit by Lisa Sciunidt/Eagle
p m /Ctuns Center
"Human Rights" Community Forunifi
Calloway County Public Library events
Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts Center. Murray
Weather West Keotticky Museum/open
p.m/Willis Center. Public invited.
include Parenu and Twoa/9 30 am and
State Admission free
8 10 am 415 pm
Money Ekmaitary PTO meeting and
Story Hour/10730 a.m.
Special Rodeo at West Kentucky EsposiLase Semen be Lakes events include
book faU/6 p.m/Roberuon Center.
Ladies Bridge at Murray Country
too Center Into/762 6865 or 762 6927
Industry/I0 30 a m and 1 30
Iron
Murray
Woman's
Club/30
Musk Department of
a.m.
'Christian and Missiuriary Alliance Bible
p m llomeplace, Planeta-ium Shoe/11
Clutir/ p.m /dub house.
Oaks Country Club luncheon/noon/
Study!i pm
a m and 2 pm /Visitor Center
Quilt Lovers meeting changed to Nov.
Holiday Inn Restaurant.
30.
Alcoholic Aisomyinous (AA)/open
Cancelled today is Free blood pressure
discussion/I1 a m /American Legion
checks/noon-2 p.m /Murray Seventh-Day
South Suds and Maple Streets
Adventist Church
1rdo/753-8136 or 135-4314.
First Baptist Church events include
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 pm /for
Mother's Day Out/9 a.m. sad 3 p.m.
senior citizens' activities.
First United Methodist Church .events
Wealut _Cesitr/upcn 8 a.m.-4 p.m..tfor.
include Stewardship Review Committer/
senior citizens' activities. Job Club at 10
p.m.
a.m.
First Presbyteries Church events include
Senior Golf League/9 a m /Miller
°tweeds Committeer:30 p.m.
Memorial Golf Course.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
First Christian Church events include
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Evangelism Committee/noon; Christian
Murray Planning Commission/7
Family Fellowship dinner/13,0 p m ,
p.m./Murray City Hall.
Bible Classes and Singles 'Support
North Calloway Elementary School
Group/6 p.m CI+ options/6 15 pm.
PTO/7 p.m./school cafeteria.
Chow/7.30 pm
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30 p.m.
Site -based Council meeting/5 . 30
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
/school.
p.m
pm.
East Calloway Elementary School Site.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Based Council/3 p.m/school.
Youth and Missions Groups/7 p m., Choir
Calloway County Middle School SiteRehearsal/8 p.m.
. Based Council/5. 15 p.m./school library.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Ainso-Dezter Fire Protection Distna/7
Library Bible Study and Sewing
p.m/Temple Hill United Methodist
Circle/9:30 a.m.; Baptist Men, Baptist
Church.
Young Women, Baptist Women, Hattie
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
Lee Galloway Group/7 pm
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
753-0221 Of Linda, 437-4414.
ZETA TRIP — Members of the Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Young-At-Heart party and games after
Singles Group of University and Glenpotluck/noun
Club held Its October luncheon meeting at Oakland Manor near Hopkdale Road Churches of Christ/5:30
First Presbyterian Church events include
Insville. Luncheon favors were provided by Bank of Murray, Ellis Popp.m /University parking lot to go to CounARK/5 pm, Choir Practict/6:30 pm.
and United Commonwealth Band. A program on "Historic Hats"
corn
try Crossroads. .
Session/7.30 pm
was presented. Hostesses were, pictured, from left, Marjorie Shroat
:Murton pm /Knights of Columbus
First United Methodist Church events
building.
Dunn, Vivian Hale, Barbara Aiken, Lula Belle Hodges and Bettie Lou
include Cov.enant. Prayer/10 a.m.; OtildTOPS 134/First Presbytenan Church/6
Fen's Handbell Choir/115 p.m.; Adult
Farris. The department will meet Thursday, Nov. 18, at 6:30 p.m. with
pm. Info/759-9964.
Handbell Choir/1 p.m.; Youth Club/5
Judy Stahler to present a program on "Festive Foods." Hostesses will
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7 p.m./Hardin
pm; Finance Committee and Tom Turner
y McNabb, Jo Elkins and
be Barbara Brandon, Bonnie Jones, Do
Lrlwary. •
Covenant Prayer/6 p:m..; Chancel
Laverne Ryan.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Chow/7.30 p.m.
In
First Baptist Church events include
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
Fnendship Intemationa1/9 a m.; Ladies'
pm./Ilorneplact Restaurant.
Bible Study/10 a.m.; FellowihIP SuPPeri
it comes to
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
5:30 pm; Praise A p
Library open,
too
early
- or too late - to
pm./American Legion Hall, South Sixth
Children's liandhells/6:15 p m.; Child
and Maple Streets.
Call for your free lesson today. 7534928
ren's Choirs, Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
Bereavement Support Group/1:30
meeting/6.15 p
Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m/Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
p.m
County Hospital.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Vst kn.o b,00 to wittful
11171 iAL`.
"
Bel-Air Center
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth
p.m./Educational Unit of Murray Bible Study, College Career Bible Study,
Calloway County Hospital. Info/'762-1389
and Adult Bible Study/7 p m.; Teachers'
or 762-1447.
meeting/8 p.m.
.
Gr•i• Marketing'. Seminar/7
Gkisdalle Road Church of Christ event
p.m./Calloway County High School Agnsinclude Bible Classes/7 pm
For Your Comenience Now Otters
culture Department.
University Church of Christ events
DisciplIne/PosItIve Parenting
include Ladies Bible Class/9 10 a m
Classes/6:30 p.m./East Elementary.
Bible Classes!? p.m.
Info/751-3070, Family Resource Center_
St. John's Episcopal Church events
Murray High Schad events include "The
include Holy Euchanit/5:15 p m
Daily Monday - Friday
Diviners"/7 p.m /school.
Kirksey United Methodist Youth revival
WOW Lodges/1-8 p m./Camp WOW
mecting/7 pm.
Ship Weekly & Save money
Crady Hall to work on Chntunas float.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Study!?
Chain Reaction Cycling Club of
p.m.
9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Paducah/6:30 p.m.!Rie Parlor at Lone
Student Recital by Chns Rettie, saitoHuy 641 N.
753.2 ;so
Olympic Plaza
Oak. Info/I-113-9951 or 1-111-7315.
phonitt,/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
American Musk RecitaV8 p.m./Farrell
Fine Arts Center, Murray State UniversiRecital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
ty. Admission free.
Murray State Free admission.
Wratiser West Kentucky Museurn/open
8:30 a.m .4:15 p.m.
Air
101111
4111
14
5
.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/I1 a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./Horneplac.e.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
Murray Rotary Club Telethon/'7.l0 p.m.
featuring Murray Independent Schools/on
MSU, CCIIS and NIIIS channels. '
Church Women United party/2
p.m/Fern Terrace Lodge.
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association/8 a.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

When

Rov's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up

UPS
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THIS IS GOING TO BE BIG!

Enjoy a traditional
Thanksgiving feast
with turkey,
homemade dressing
and all the trimmings!
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Call In Orders
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Tharkey • Ham
Cornbread and Sage Dressings
Mashed Potatoes • Gra vv • Sweet Potato Souffle'
Cranberry Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Cracker Fluff
Spiced Apples • Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls • Cornbread
Pies... Pumpkin, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cherry,
Apple, Lemon Meringue and Raspberry Cream

Penn 145199 Rem

Call for Details.
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Thanksgiving Menu Includes
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FREE Installation to Disney!
GET A FREE GIFT WHEN
YOU SUBSCRIBE TO
THE DISNEY CHANNEL
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Steelers shut up Bills' brash talk
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH — The Pittsburgh Steelers answered the Buffalo Bills' insults with injuries.
Bruce Smith disrespected the
Steelers on his radio show, saying their offensive line was
inconsistent and Buffalo's receivers would dominate. Don Beebe
poked fun at the Steelers' secondary, saying he'd have 128 career
TD catches if he opposed them
every week.
"They made some ludicrous
comments." cornerback D.J.
Johnson said. "(Defensive backs
coach) Dick LeBeau told us
about it and said, 'Do what you
have to do about it.' "

Pittsburgh whips Bills 23-0
The Steelers did. And after a
23-0 loss Monday to Pittsburgh
that could be as damaging physically and psychologically as any
of their three Super Bowl defeats,
the Bills (7-2) are hurting. Big
time.
"I think some of their guys
were thinking, 'Man, we might
get hurt out here,'," Steelers cornerback Rod Woodson said.
They did. Jim Kelly, their Pro
Bowl quarterback, left with a
concussion and bruised left
shoulder.
Andre Reed, their Pro Bowl
receiver, broke his left wrist.

Beebe, their other starting
receiver, also got a concussion.
Fullback Carviell Gardner left
with a pulled hamstring.
"It hurts. It hurts your pride to
lose like that," Bills center Kent
Hull said. "But it's happened
before to this team. What bothers
me is that we have some people
banged up and we have to get
them healthy."
The Steelers (6-3) were more
concerned with getting even.
They lost twice to the Bills last
season, including a 24-3 playoff
defeat when Frank Reich
replaced an injured Kelly at quar-

terback. and were 0-5 against
them since 1985.
"If you want to get to the big
dance, you've got to go through
Buffalo," Steelers coach Bill
C.owher said...' There's no question that everyone remembers
that this football team ended our
season a year ago. The fact that
we finally beat the team that won
this conference three years in a
row certainly means something."
The Steelers went through Buffalo, all right. They outrushed the
NFL's top rushing offense
227-47, even with Barry Foster
on the bench for 3:4 quarters
with a sprained ankle. They outpassed them 173-110, outgained
them 400-157. Usually only NR

teams dominate the Bills like
this.
That's exactly what sets these
Steelers apart from most AFC
teams. They've modeled their
physical; attack-style defense
after those in the NFC, rather
than the finesse-and-speed
schemes favored throughout the
AFC.
"They have great players, and
I'm not just blowing smoke,"
Smith said. "When I saw them
on film, they're a team that really
scares you and they proved it.
They're one of the best teams in
the NFL."
The Steelers' defense was
II See Page 9

UK Peach-bound, paper says
Peach Bowl
hinting at bid
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is apparently headed to
the Peach Bowl.
"We are not at liberty to
extend, nor is the University of
Kentucky at liberty to accept an
invitation to the Peach Bowl,
yet," Robert Dale Morgan, the
bowl's director, told the Lexington Herald-Leader on Monday."
"But we don't see anything
that would change our mind as it
relates to the University of Kentucky playing in the Peach
Bowl."
And Morgan added: "If Kentucky fans have any doubt about
which bowl they will be going to,
I hope that statement alleviates

BILL CURRY
that doubt."
Morgan said the bowl would
select Kentucky over LSU or
Vanderbilt if they should qualify
for the Dec. 31 game in Atlanta.
Kentucky will play Clemson,
the third-place team in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The game
is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
EST in the Georgia Dome and be

`Signed, sealed...'

Calloway County senior Valerie Shelton, flanked by her mother Beverly,
right, and head coach Peter O'Rourke, left, signs her national letter of
Intent with Murray State Saturday. Also pictured are Stan Waller, center,
and Tortsny Greer.

Mattingly wins record-tying 8th Glove
NEW YORK (AP) — Don
Mattingly of the New York
Yankees tied George Scott for the
most Gold Gloves by an American League first baseman, winning for the eighth time in voting
by managers and coaches.
Second baseman Roberto Alomar and outfielder Devon White
of World Series champion Toronto, outfielder Ken Griffey Jr. of
Seattle and pitcher Mark Langs-

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DFFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE
EARLY St RRENDFR
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

ton of California were among
seven of last year's winners to
repeat.
Only Seattle shortstop Omar
Vizquel, who replaced Baltimore's Cal Ripken, and Cleveland outfielder Kenny Lofton,
who took the place of Minnesota's Kirby Puckeu, were firsttime winners. Texas catcher Ivan
Rodriguez and Chicago third
baseman Robin Ventura filled out
this year's team.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential )

Bob
Cornelison

-

-

• See Page 9

Lady Tigers
lead locals
on All-State
soccer team
LOUISVILLE — Murray
High and Calloway County
High School were both well
represented when the Kentucky High Soccer Coaches Association announced their 1993
All-State Girls Soccer Team at
the state tournament finals last
weekend.
Six area players were named
to the team. including Murray
High's Maggie Snyder and
Allison Cantrell.
Snyder, a senior, was one of
the Lady Tigers' top scorers
from her midfield position.
Cantrell, a sophomore, earned
recognition as one of the top
defenders in the First Region.
Snyder and Cantrell helped
the Lady Tiger to a 12-8
record and quarterfinal appearance in the First Region
Tournament.
Carrie Bell of Calloway
County and Sara Fitts of Mut'.
ray High were named honorable mention on the team.
Bell, leading the Lady Lakers
to a 9-12 mark, is a junior forward. Fitts is a senior forward
for the Lady Tigers,
Crystal Burkeen of Marshall
County. April Freeman and
Misty Freeman of Reidland
and Erin McAnnar of St. Mary
were also named to the team.
Emily Walker and Jenny Boles
of Reidland, Angie Hart and
Betsy Ryan of St. Mary and
Kim Johnson of Marshall were
named to honorable mention.

SUBSCRIBE

DAVID RAMEY/Lodger a Times photo

Murray High golfer Joy Roach signs a letter-of-Intent with Murray State as (from left) Murray High golf
coach Judy Muehieman, and her parents, Don and Linda Roach, look on.

Roach signs with Murray State
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Murray High golfer Joy
Roach won't be going too far
away for collegiate golf.
Roach, who won the girls
First Region championship this
year, signed a national letter-ofintent with the Murray State
Lady Racer golf team on
Tuesday.
This is the first year for the
Lady Racer golf team, which is
coached by former MHS star
Velvet Jones Milkman. The
MSU team is made up of a lot
of people that Roach has either
played against in the First Region. She'll also be reunited with

former Murray High teammate
Connie Steely.
"I know most of my teammates and I know the coach real
well," Roach said. "I don't
think I could have a better
coach. And it's close to home."
Instead of playing the Murray
Country Club, Roach will move
across town to tackle Miller
Memorial.
"I'm going to have to learn
how to play that course," Roach
said. "It's an interesting
• course."
Murray High golf coach Judy
Muehleman said Roach is just
what a new program like Murray State needs.

"She's going to compliment
it," Muehleman said. "She's
had some experience being a
leader, and she knows most of
the girls on the team. And she
works real hard. That's never a
problem with Joy, she's always
going to work hard."
Roach should have an immediate impact for the Lady Racers next year.
Murray High's Adam Grogan, who won the KHSAA state
tournament last year and finished second this season, is
expected to announce his college choice on Wednesday.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Montross leads preseason voting
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
The voting was clear cut for
the preseason All-America team,
although things would have been
different if several players hadn't
left school early.
Eric Montross of North Carolina was one vote short of unanimous Monday by the 65-member
panel which also selects The
Associated Press Top 25. Duke's
Grant Hill and Purdue's Glenn
Robinson were both named on 61
ballots, while Jason Kidd of California had 56 votes and Billy
McCaffrey of Vanderbilt 38.

The next-highest vote-getter
was Aaron McKie of Temple
with seven.
The list would have looked
much different if first-team AllAmericans Chris Webber of
Michigan, Anfernee Hardaway of
Memphis State and Jamal Mashburn of Kentucky, second-teamer
Rodney Rogers of Wake Forest
and 7-foot-6 center Shawn Bradley of Brigham Young hadn't
decided to apply for the NBA
draft.
Instead, it was the 7-0 Montross of the defending national
champions who led the voting.

He was a second-team postseason
choice last year after averaging
15.8 points and 7.6 rebounds,
while shooting 62 percent from
the field.
Hill, a 6-8 swingman, was a
preseason All-American last year,
but he was bothered by ankle and
foot injuries late into the season.
He averaged 18 points and 6.4
rebounds and was voted thirdteam All-America. He had offseason surgery on his foot and is
expected to see time this season
at both point and shooting guard.
See Page 9

—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

Also Available As 1.1tA.

40 753.4703

televised by ESPN.
As part of the agreement with
the Southeastern Conference, the
Peach Bowl must wait until the
end of the regular season to
extend an official invitation.
Under the bowl coalition, the
SEC has agreements with five
post-season games. The winner of
the league championship game
will go to the Sugar Bowl. The
Citrus Bowl gets its pick of the
remaining eligible teams, the
Gator Bowl gets the third choice,
followed by the Peach Bowl and
the Carqucst Bowl.
Alabama (8-1-1), Florida (8-1)
and Tennessee (7-1-1) are the top
three SEC teams. Kentucky (6-4)
is khe only other conference team
to 'Wye the necessary six victories against NCAA Division I-A
opponents.

FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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'Barna, Auburn already talking trash

BRIEFS

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — The
Alabama-Auburn game is still
four days away, but already the
trash talking has begun.
It started Saturday after
Auburn defeated Georgia 42-28
to improve its record to 10-0.
"I'm foaming at the mouth for
Barna," said Tiger defensive end
Randy Hart, who claimed that
Auburn outplayed the defending
national champions last year in a
17-0 loss.
"This time we're not going to
give them time to breathe," Hart
said. "We're not going to let

NHL officials strike off ice
TORONTO (AP) — Replacement officials worked three NHL
games without significant incidents or complaints while the 58
members of the NHL Officials Association began their first full
strike in league history.
The new referees and linesmen handled a three-game schedule —
Montreal at Ottawa, Edmonton at Toronto and Winnipeg at Calgary. There were no picket lines at the arenas.
About two hours of talks Sunday proved futile and no further
negotiations have been called. Don Meehan, the agent for the officials, said he plans to meet with league executives this week.
The two sides differ by about $1.5 million a year
shout
559.000 per club. The NHL's proposal, a four-year contract, would
cost about $5 million. The officials' proposal would cost S6 5 million. The officials voted unanimously Fnday to reject what the
league said was its final offer.
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Cities ,renew NFL franchise applications

FROM PAGE 8
relentless, intimidating and
heavy-hitting, a throwback to the
Steel Curtain defense that forced
the NFL to rewrite its rule book
in the 1970s. The Bills' injury
list attests to that.
"We didn't play well enough
to be in this game," said Bills
coach Mary Levy, a shutout loser
for the first time since his 1979
Chiefs lost to Tampa Bay 3-0.

Jets linebacker Jones out for season
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.(AP) — New York Jets linebacker "s1arNin
Jones, the fourth overall pick in the 1993 draft, will miss the rest of
the season with a chip fracture of his .left
.
Jones was injured in the third quarter of Sunday's 31-17 victory'
at Indianapolis. Doctors said *vascular necrosis, the injury that
slowed Bo Jackson, may occur. Ills a degenerative condition due
to a lack of blood supply to the nerves and tissue in the alllftted
area.

•UK...
FROM PAGE 8
LSU (4-5) and Vanderbilt (4-5)
can end up with -six victories.
LSU must defeat Tulane and Arkansas while Vanderbilt must beat
Florida and Tennessee.
Auburn (10-0) is on probation
and cannot participate in postseason play.
Morgan said Kentucky is the
team the Peach Bowl wants.
"We expressed an interest in
Kentucky from the beginning,
and despite the last couple of
weeks, we don't see anything to
change our position about Kentucky and its very loyal fans," he
said.
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Buffalo, _averaging 145 yards
per game rushing, didn't get half
that as AFC rushing leader Thurman Thomas managed 40 yards
on 13 carries. Kelly, the western
Pennsylvania native who had
1,056 yards and 11 touchdowns
in four previous starts against the

SCOREBOARD
n.soorefi

them move the ball. 1 guarantee
it."
Auburn coach Terry Bowdcn
said he was going to have to
muzzle the outspoken Hart, but
he did proclaim his team the best
in the Southeastern Conference
— no matter who wins the official title game Dec. 4 between
Alabama (8-1-1) and the Eastern
Division champion, most likely
Florida.
"The others can play in Birmingham for the SEC championship," Bowden said. — but on the
field this is the best team in the
SEC."
"We're 10-0 and we're going

Steelers, had a miserable homecoming (7-of-19, 93 yards) even
before he was hurt.
Cowhcr sent a message to Buffalo when he refused to scrap his
game plan even after Foster badly
sprained his left ankle in the first
quarter. Cowher intended to
pound the ball at the NFL's 2Istranked rushing defense, and he
did even when Leroy Thompson
replaced Foster, who may be out
for two weeks.
After Foster left the Steelers'
last home game Oct. 17 against
New Orleans with a bruised
shoulder, Thompson stepped in to
rush for 101 yards. He was even
better against Buffalo, running
for a career-high 108 yards and a
9-yard go-ahead touchdown on
the drive he .replaced Foster.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your flmo, ,Isu,q9ce needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
21

753-9627
L,5„ a good neighbor.

Meeting
with
Coach Houston Nutt
Thursday,
November 18
5:30 p.m.
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to get a ring." added quarterback back Wilbe Gaston.
Stan White. "It doesn't matter if
"To me, their not the best in
we can't win it now because the SEC. Until they
play us and
we're going to get a ring beat us. they can never
say
ourselves. Because we're going they're the best in the
SEC. ...
to say we're the best in the I'm not going to say it
couldn't
SEC."
happen, but I don't think it's
Those kind of comments didn't going to happen."
go over well at Alabama, which
Gast2n said he has a "personal
won the league title in 1992 and vendetta'' against Auburn
is preparing to go to Jordan-Hare because of the way he was
Stadium on Saturday for only the recruited while at Murphy High
second time ever.
School in Mobile. He said he
"What it comes down to is wanted to play for the Tigers, but
while they're thinking about their they were more interested in one
nngs, we'll be the ones who are of his teammates.
thinking about the matter at hand,
"They wanted us as a package
which is Auburn," said defensive deal." Gaston said.

Steelers shut up...

NEW YORK (AP) — St. Louis, Baltimore, Jacksonville. Fla ,
and Memphis, Tenn., renewed their applications for an NFL expansion franchise, with Baltimore adding a third ownership group to
the mix.
Alfred Lerner, a minority owner of the Cleselarril Browns.
becomes the third owner to vie for a Baltimore franchise, joining
bids by Leonard "Boogie" Weinglass and Malcolm ('ilaier Lerner's group has the backing of Maryland Gov. William 1)1inald
Schaefer.
The league awarded an expansion franchise to Charlotte. N
three weeks ago. The second team is to be announced outskte chi cago on Nov. 30.
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Kentucky has struggled in its
last two outings, losing 12-7 to
Vanderbilt and beating East Carolina 6-3. The Wildcats close
their regular season Saturday at
No. 7 Tennessee in Commonwealth Stadium.

rimeRac-

Morgan said Kentucky's strong
fan following "played a major
role" in the bowl's decision to
pick the Wildcats.
Kentucky has not participated
in a postseason game since playing in the Hall of Fame bowls in
1983 and 1984.
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WASTE AS YOU WilUa
Introducing the revolutionary
,
NEW TROY-BIM
Chipper/Vac!

FROM PAGE 8
Few teams rely on one player
as much as Purdue does on the
6-8 Robinson, who was a secondteam postseason choice after his
rookie season. He averaged 24.1
points and 9.2 rebounds. The talk
has already begun that he won't
be around for his senior season.
Cal closed last season by winning 11 of the last 13 games and
Kidd was the catalyst at both
ends of the floor as he set a
school record with 222 assists
and led the NCAA with 110 steals. His presence was dominating
in the Golden Bears' win over
Duke in the second round of the
NCAA tournament. He averaged
13 points and 4.9 rebounds per
game.
McCaffrey knew success,
transferring to Vanderbilt from
Duke after it had just won a
national championship. He was
Southeastern Conference coplayer of the year with Mashburn
and was a third-team AllAmerican. He averaged 20.4
points and 3.6 assists while
shooting 52 percent from 3-point
range.
Except Hill, all of last year's
preseason team — Webber,
Mashburn, Hardaway and Bobby
Hurley of Duke — was voted to
the postseason first team. Hill
was replaced by Indiana's Calbext
Chesney, the consensus national
player of the year.
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WHY PAY FOR THE WHOLE CAR
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Includes Mks. Lae as End license lees
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• Air Conditioning
• Automatic Ctrerdnve
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• Tinted Glass
• Power Locks I Windows
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Monthly Lease Payment (24 Mos.)

$259.46

Monthly Lease Payment (24 mos.)

$323.25

Flefundable Security Deposit

$275.00

Refunciatile Security Deposit

$325.00

Down Payment

$1,350.00

Down Payment

-0-

$648.25

No %IONE N -rirm%
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AN ill. Oil+

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception $1,884.46

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception
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Total Amount of Monthly Payments $6,227.04

Total Amount of MonlIty Payment $7,758.00

SEE ONE OF OUR AWARD-WINNING SALESMAN
Joe Parker
John Parker
David Parker
Joe Rowland -

753-2656
753-1833
759-1980
753-8013

Greg Bailey
Nick Ryan
Ron Wright
Larry McCully ....

435-4268
436-2486
753-0158
'753-4552

Thomas Jones ...
Dwight McDowell
Joe Atkins
Charlie Hargrove

753-5405
753-4902
759-9859
753-0303

See You at the MSU Rodeo
November 18-20!
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Rodeo Club getting ready to host meet
The Murray State University Rodeo Club is getung ready to host the
first of two annual NIRA rodeos at
the West Kentucky Exposition Center Nov. 18 - 20, but they are not
acting alone. Lending a helping
hand is their community sponsor
group, the Murray Stair University
Rodeo Booster Club.
The booster club, which regularly
meets the first Monday of each
month, will hold a special meeting
Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the EXPO
Center's conference room. This
meeting will be open to all current
club members,as well as the general
public.
Only in its second year of oper-

Mark Watkins of Murray was awarded a scholarship for the fall 1993semester
by the Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club. Watkins will be
competing in bareback,saddle bronc and team roping events as Murray State
hosts NRA Ozark Region competition Nov. 18-20 at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center. Booster Club scholarship recipients are (left to right):
front row - Cara Loder, Millersburg Ohio; Kevin Kirtley, Hartford City, Int;
second row- Todd Slykhuls, Raleigh,Ili; Mame Plowman,Girard, Ill, back rem
• Watkins; Scott Moore, Georgetown, Ohio; and Stan Aladin, Hayti, Mo.

ation,the booster club has been able
to establish a progressive enroll-.
ment of members- that has allowed
the club to mike significant contributions to.the Murray State rodeo
program. Some of the club's accomplishments last year was the cowl. bution of S5600 in travel money for
team participants, a S300 donation

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
Walter's
Pharmacy

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

604 S. 12th St. 753-7688

East Main St.
753-4461

Seafood
Favorites Special Good Everyday
Catfish & Fried Shrimp Combo
- FABULOUS VARIETY OF SEAFOODS -

Fri. & Sat. Seafood Buffet

turn

to help fund a new electronic timer
forthe EXPO Center,and $1 ,450 to
award scholarships for the 1993-94
fall semester.
Bill Barton,'booster club president, says that an impressive num-

Corporations dissolved
by failure to file report
85.000 corporations. New corporaA total of 7,648 corporations —
tions are formed at a rate of about
the smallest number in years —
1,000 per month.
were administratively dissolved
November 2-for failing to file their
More new corporations have
filed their papers this year with the
annual report, according to SecretSecretary of State than in any
ary of State Bob Babbage.
previous year. Babbage said.
A Calloway County corporation
which has been administratively
Babbage spoke -November 5 • tO
dissolved may apply for reinstate- the Kentucky Paralegal Association
ment by filing the required reports annual meeting in Lexington_ to
with the Secretary of State, paying explain the services of his office
the penalty fee and paying the including corporate information,
current fee for filing each delin- .UCC filings, tradcmarks and serviccmarks and the processes for
quent annual report.
Kentucky now has a total of service on foreign defendants.
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Call 759-4960

MURRAY
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Sam
LS 1-2 275-334
US 1.3 3415-4111 tbk-------LS 1-3 4411-515
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Washington, D.C.- Loraine Cook, a student at Murray High School, met with
U.S. Senator Wendell Ford on Thursday, Nov. 4, while visiting Washington
with the Congressional Youth Leadership Council. During their meeting, Ford
discussed current issues pending before Congress and his role in the Senate
as Assistant Majority Leader.

114-35.55
536.45-211,1111

Stock Market Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.
'Dow Jones Ind. Avg...........+S.03
DJIA Previous Close.....3677.52
Air Products............441/s r
Bell South
+ 1/3
Briggs & Stratton.... 84'4 + 1/4
, Bristol ‘Iyers Squibb..613/s + I.
+ 1/2
Dean Foods..............271/s use
Exxon....................623/4 unc
Fisher Price
unc
Ford Motor..............621/3 + 3/s
General
+ s/s
General Motors.......521/3 + 11/s
Goodrich...................4VIs - 31s
Goodyear................413/s + 1/s
I B M..
...SI use

Ingersoll Rand........

- 3/s
- 'Is
K U Energy................... 283/4 unc
Kroger•
L G & E.
_371
/
2 uric
Mattel
zs/
3
4
McDonald%
55/
3
4 1/3
Merck
331/3 + 3/4
J.C. Penney...................53'is 3/s
Peoples FIrst•..............41B 43A
Quaker Oais................72 -+'/.
ScherIng-Plougti..........671h • 7/s
Sears
563/s
Texaco
641/3 - 'Is
Time
+ I/s
CST
27% + 1/4
Wal-Mart..
1
2• Its
-29/

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(202) 753-3366

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
IS 11t11.fd, 15

• kir-ntsr, N,
'Sf anCi Cirr

„clittlarfs. Sales Enterprises, Inc.
There are two new Schwan's men
serving the Calloway County area...

Washington,D.C.- Melody Parker,a student at Calloway County High School,
met with U.S. Senator Wendell Ford on Thursday, Nov. 4, while visiting
Washington with the Congressional Youth Leadership Council. During their
meeting, Ford discussed current issues pending before Congress and his
role In the Senate as Assistant majority Leader.

Calloway students honored
at Scott speech tourney
Twenty-three of the best high
school speech teams from Kentucky
competed in the Scoa County
Invitational this past Saturday at
Georgetown.
-Calloway-County won first place
sweepstakes honors by scoring 140
points. Rowan County placed second 'with' 127 points and Beechwood High School placed third with
114 points. Boone County and Murray finished out the top five schools
competiting.
Calloway had 11 team members
to qualify for the final round of
competition and placed. They were',
in Extemp,First Place Josh Roberts,
Third Place Andy Rose,in Original
Oratory, Second Place Jaime Pigg,
Fifth Place Tina Murphy,in Humorous lnterp,First Place Caleb Brown,
Fourth Place Molly Willis, in
Storytelling, First Place Caleb
Brownp in Declamation. Seventh
Place Allison Binford, in Solo,

Featuring Local TalentandProgramming
TONIGHT
Murray State University

Yelloweyes is accused of
drowning the toddler in a bathtub
in May 1992.

Telethon Sponsor
Tim Henderson and Charlie Deroush

November 17
Murray Ind Schools
November 18
Community Focus

If we ore

missing

you or if you

would like service
call 1-800-233-1632
or 759-9701 for
quick quality service.

MURRAY STATE CHANNEL
CALLOWAY COUNTY CHANNT I
MURRAY HIGH CHANNEL

p.m. Each Evening

Proceeds this year go toward scholarship programs In tho local
public schools and the ullTviorsIty.

Second Place Melannie Slemmer,in
Impromptu, Second Place Sarah
Stallons, Fifth Place Bill Shaffer.
Team members assisting the team to
their win but not advancing to the
final round were: Wesley-England,
Ginger Hicks, Rebecca Tidwell,
Doris Key,Laurie Parker,Jan Mark,
Erica Hulse, Mau Perry,Jared Lassiter, Thomas Holcomb, April
Webb, Kim Henson, and Beth
Foster. e
The Calloway County Speech
the Bullitt
Central Invitational next weekend.
The - team will also deliver the
Thanksgiving Fruit Order on Nov.
21-23.

Team will compete in

If you want to place an order for
Christmas, contact any team member before Dec. 7. The speech team
is coached by Larry England with
assistants Erin Lucas, Tracy Ross,
and Heather Hunt.

Jury selection begins
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Most of the potential jurors
interviewed for the murder trial
of Aaron Yelloweyes say they
rememlltr reading or hearing
about the slaying of 3-year-old
.1 _1 Bringsplenty.

7-10

Times phew

12.441-29.55
321.441-311.4411

Investments Since 1854.

For Electrical Service

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

DAVID RAMEWLedger

Calloway County judge George Weeks signs a proclamation prodaming
Nov. 14-20 as American Education Week. With Weeks are students from
Patricia Lassiter's 7th grade class at Calloway Ilkidie School: (from
left) Elizabeth Olen, Kid Greer, Patricia Lassiter, Brad Walker, Kennette Cleaver, Chris Jones and DeAnne Lampkins.

_HOG mARKET
Federal-SOW Market *Mete Service \ay. la, 1143
Keatarky Purchase Arta Hop %sate Report lactates 3
Bayles Stations Receipts: Act. 322, CPI. 3•4 Barrow,
•
• 31.0 ewer Mtn $1.10-11/14 Weer
13 1-2 23.254 lb.
SM-110-44-30
US 2111-2.343 lb..
137.55411.55
L% 2-3 2311-360 IM135.30-44.51
ES 3-4 244-776 tbe._
13530-34.311

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.

David Morris Electric

ber of new memters have joined the
club this year, a trend which shows
that interest in the organization and
the sport of rodeo is growing.
In addition to helping the MSU
rodeo club promote their local rodeo events, some boosters get into
the "real" action and help the team
with some of the physical behindthe-scenes activity. Others will be
busy selling chances on a calf
donated by Hale Farms of Murray,
which will be given away to some
lucky entrant at the spring'94 rodeo.
Each night prior to the rodeo
performance, the booster club will
host a hospitality room in the front
of the EXPO facility from 6-7:30
p.m. Everyone is invited to stop by
to learn about the booster club and
get the latest news concerning Murray State rodeo and team standings.
Rodeo parents from any of the
Ozark Region schools, as -well as
MSU alumni are especially invited
to stop by and visit poor to the
performances.
The booster club will give awara
free country ham following the
Nov. 20 performance. All 1993-94
members to date will be eligible for
the drawing, and club directors
encourage everyone interested in
joining to stop by the registration
table and get their name in the hat
prior to the drawing.
To learn more about becoming a
member of the booster club contact
Barton at (502) 759-4408. Rodeo
ticket information may be obtained
by calling the EXPO Center at(502)
762-3125. joy,

Jury selection began Monday
in Montgomery County Circuit
Court as attorneys interviewed 37
men and women. Two of the nine
jury pool members were excused
after they said they had decided
on Yelloweyes' guilt based on
what they had seen in the news.
"I know what I want done to
him and I do not think that would
be fair," one woman said.

2
1 INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Help In Claim Ring For All My Clients

753-7890 a a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary
Are your loved ones protected financially N you died today?

‘,•

Ms,

•
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CLASSIFIED
753-1916

753-1713

DEADLINES
Deadlines arc 2days in
advance!

wing
I from
(from
mnet-

AURORA Pizza Magic Oshard weed pizza,
fresh sated', canchaches.
gyros Open al year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
rues
1-800-649-3804

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers art requested to checit the
that insertion of their
ads(many error. Matray Ledger ik Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

Allison
Photography
bsill he open

GLASS work, glass replaaiment work, window,
glass table tops and mirror,
beveled edge 8 plain, cut to
size Mirror, glass Specialat Ph 753-0180
MAKE reservations today
for your holiday parties at
Louie's Steak House, 406
N 12th. 753-2244.
NO more waiting! The
YMCA is getting more
treadmills! Come see us!

!t with
ngton
,Ford
;enate

DRY clean your carpet rent
the test & easy Host Dry
Cleaning System Call to
reserve a Host Machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Phone
753-0839
1993 NIEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standan Fed in 10
plans and e 'arise
all
The pan A dcsiustthic
you, or yuta
insuransc,
must pay has been
increased to $676 in
1993.
For more information
call .
McCON NE1.1.
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationw id e 1-800455-4199
"our 31st year of SeTtiCe

IAAINTNENANCE for
apartment complexes
Must have basic knowledge of plumbing &
eiedric Apply in person at
Southsid• Manor Apt.
8 30arn-12noon or Murray
Manor Apt. I 30-5pm

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair
Ward-Elkins

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

evenings for
appointments, until
December 23.

Call

753-8809

Happy Birthday
Beep Britt
on your 16th!
Grandmother
& Grandad

Laoe

Mrs. Theresa
Reader A Advisor
A Trus Blom Psychic
also Ian tkii
c5i hp th rouge, ail

OrObtom s
3404 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, KY
302-554-7904
17.•
k)'en stay & Sur40ay
•
SS off with ihis set

for Appointment!
025
HUNTERS/
Personas
available at New Concord
Markel-check in station, WHITE female teacher
weighing scales. Big buck wishes to adopt a white
8 doe contest Adult 8 juve- baby All inquires kept con270 lidental Expenses for
nile division
Huger- M77 to be raffled oft mother paid Write J
Nov. 20th, 12noon Tidurts Moore, PO Box 372. Lynd
sold at market 436-5755_ hurst, NJ 07071

DEER

Hillery's
Country
Store
is open for
business
Mon.-Sat.
• 6-8
Sun. 1-6
Rt. 1 Crossland
492-6160
New Management
VIDEO Production Specialties can transfer your home
movies to videotape for
only $ 08/per foot. No minimum. Call Donna Darnell
759-9246.

MASSAGE TO YOU

chool,
isiting
;their
Id his

•ed

Relax tight sore muscles - Relecise fatigue & stress
A treat for yourself or a gift for a Freilol
Gift Certificates Ay:pliable

DAVE ESTES
Licensed Massage Therapist

AVON wants individuals interested in earning
$8-$12Aw No door to door
1-800-827-4640

BAKER Full-time position
available in Food Services
at Murray State University.
Salary $5 77 per hour. High
school graduate or equivalent required with two years
experience in commercial
food service, one year of
which must be in baking
Good math skills are essential. Must be knowledge
of methods of preparation,
equipment and supply use.
and sanitation and safety.
Apply at Department of Employment Services, 1210
Johnson Blvd. Murray, Ky
42071. MSU is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

afler.
am to
0 the
land,
lwell,
ilark,
LasApril
Beth

for
nemteam
with
Ross,

(Doers open St 6.00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq HOME Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4
OPEN 10 THE PUBI IC

mite

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O.Box 1033

Murray

Americas Second Car

1(1,' Ugly Duckling
Malizmwan
Locattons Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Inday
ircu it
d37
nine
:used
cided
cl on
teWS.
le to
eou Id

ts

Send Resume To
P.O. Box 1040G
Murray, Ky. 42071

CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
REaltors currently has 2
positions available for
agents who are self starters, looking for direction
and management support
Call 753-1492 ask for
Brenda.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

753-0466

)Cet:h
;ollitt
kend.
• the
Nov.

Area Men's & Young
Men's Fashion Store
Seeks Young Aggressive Manager.

502-753-3801

ler, in
"Sarah

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including: Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins, Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

SALES Local company
needs sales personnel:
knowledge of budding roetanak., hardware helpful
Wd be woriung with a computer Mist be able to wore
with customers 40 pius
hours per week Desire
some experience Apply in
person Myers Lumber, 500
So 4th St
TRUCK driver needed
CDL license required
615 232 7001 days,
615 232-7771 nights
WANTED Dancers and
waitresses lor Foxy Lady
Club, Pars TN No expen
once necessary Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
901-644 0301

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students, Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:0Opm.
We are an E0E. This project is funded by the Westem Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA.
DRIVERS needed. Both
experienced and inexperienced Tuition paid training for inexperienced drivers, if you qualify Cad today for your future
14004774160.
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
No experience F,ree supplies Free inforreabon No
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime, Dept 28. PO Box
39, Bangs, TX 76823
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home Call toll free
1-800-467-5566 ext 8047
NEED Christmas money??? like to talk to people??? Would you like to
make 6100 or more for just
20hrs of doing just that?
GREAT PAY! DON'T DELAY! CM Marc 753-7071
between 9am-1pm &
5pm-9pm. INF Equal Opportunity Employer.
NOW hiring for night shift 8
weekends, Full time & part
positions available. Apply
in person at McDonald's,
107 N. 12th
RETAIL sales position
open iftimediately. Full
time, seasonal & part lime
permanent. Prefer experience in Mai 41 knowledge
of interior design & displaying. Apply in person to Murray Pier 1 Imports. 1206B
Chestnut.

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles removed
436-2578
CASH pad for good, used
news. shotguns, and patois Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
FAMILY with deeded vnie
warns to buy • 3br house
with possible owner hnanc• 492-8116 or
753-8085
USED 4 wheeler utility
taller 753-2512

Ankles

For Sale
10*/. FT brake, Pro Two,for
vinyl siding 436-2701
1993 KUBOTA, 17 Horse,
excellent condition
759-1274 after 6pin

130GARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
sod; gravel, MI dn. white
rock, np rap 759-1828

Antiques
ANTIQUE flax wheel, in
good condition, $275
753-5859

630K FRESH 0/H, new
clutch. new paint. new rear
tires. w f , $3950
753-1794

WILL se with elderly, full or
part time E xperience, good
references 753-6170
100

Business
Opportunity
HOLIDAY GIFTS Shop in
a relaxed atmosphere-your
home or my home To see
an array of men's and women's fragrance and cosmebc gifts, cal Susan Cunningham, Nary Kay IndeBeauty
pendent
Consultant/Director.
753-2207. Career opportunities offered
1,10
Want
To Btry

Appliances

2BR Grogan 8 Mobile
Home Village Appliances
8 water furnished Cole
man RE 7539898

ANTIQUE couch & like new
forest green tweed rediner,
$50/ea 753-1268.
FRENCH Provincial chest
and dresser, twin mattress
and box springs with brass
headboard, excellent condition. Cal 753-4908 after
5.30pm.

UKE new large Broyhill diANTIQUES by the piece or ning table & disks; queen
collections Cat 7534433 tube type waterbed mattress; good treadmill Call
after 5pm
759-1159.

PROGRESSIVE COMPANY
HAS TWO OPENINGS
IN OUR LOCAL BUSINESS OFFICE
CANDIDATES SHOULD POSSESS:
'Excellent communication skills
'3 years previous work expenence
WE OFFER:
*Excellent compensatiorvbonus structure
'Competitive benefits package
'Prolessional wort environment
If you enjoy working in a fast-paced environment and
would like to join a winning team, please reply to:
PERSONNEL MANAGER
P.O. BOX 130541
lAURRAY, KY 42071
All: RESPONSES WILL BE EXTREMELY CONFIDENTIAL
We as an equal opportunity employer.

2BR, stove 8 refrigerator,
central hia, $200/mo plus
deposit
No pets
474-2100

U.
,

FOR sale or rent 12x50,
appliances, wid hookup,
new underpinning, ptumb
mg, winng 8 floor 217 Rivi
era Courts Kyle 653-4802
Of 653 2951 business

4

-46-•

•

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3te,
eledric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

$51,900.00
2 CAR body shop for rent
Air compressor, bathroom,
gas heat After 4pm
437 4465
4 CAR garage with office 8,
paved lot 753-4509

is your ticket to an unbelievable 1550
sq. ft. Brick Ilome, New 3 BR .ranch
energy efficient brick home with 2 full
baths, 28' Great room, eat in kitchen,
large master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,central heat & air and many more •
amenities. Custom built on crawl space,
basement and garage optional

800-2200S0 ft Coleman
RE 753-9898
BUILDING for rent, 404 N
4th Four overhead doors,
gas heat, floor drain, sopa
rate office $325imo
753-3018,

ii-AYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers

Since 198/4

3418 Lone Oak Rd, Paducah, KY 42003
(502)582-,1800
(502)554-3267

COMMERCIAL building for
rent on 12th. Street Extensive remodeling on outside
being done Great location
8 parking for business. Cal
753-7435 or 753-3966,

'11itt•t41,31.i4,14sr‘y4alea.iT

Business on
a Budget?

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance)

Weld
To Real
HOME with store front in
the business section of
Murray Call collect (214)
709-8056

Call 753-1916 for details.
'er

,V•

THE

AREAS LARGEST DEALERS
OF MANUFACTURED HOUSING
*Ky. Oaks Mobile Homes

Park Ave.
Paducah, Ky.

442-0758

*Countryside Homes

Hwy. 68
Draffenville, Ky.
4885 Hinkleville Rd.
Paducah, Ky.

527-3124
442-0404

*Today's Homes

Hwy. 68
Draffenville, Ky.

527-5645

*Starks Bros. Homes

Hwy. 641 N.
Benton, Ky.
Hwy. 45 N.
Mayfield, Ky.

800-455-3001
800-455-6001

OFFERING

'1,00000 Cash Rebate!
"Special Financing"
7.99% APR - Only 5%

—Plus--

n8

Down Payment With No
Payment Until 1994!

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
* Lettering, Real
Lettering, Plexiglass Signs, %Ando,
Estate Signs, Office Sigmas, Greeting and Advertising Posters, Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural Signs, Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays,'Any Custom
Wood Works
We Accept MasterCard A Visa

• Drop by and see our sf(Dorr,

/

WOOD WORKS

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
srN S.

Home
Furnishings
5 PIECE living room set.
$100 obo, 7594196- or
753-0416.

All Typos Of.

Custom Woodworking

110

160

DUPLEX apt 1416 NC
chelle Drive. 2br. 2 fun
baths, all maw appliances
w d hookup, garage 1yr
lease required 753 0262
527 2370

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

2BR Mobile home. on 5
acres, newly remodeled
References 8 deposit required Call 7533084

FIREWOOD $17 50• rids
759-2570
II
up
8 30arn-5pm

Mobile
WHIRLPOOL refrigerator,
Homes For Sale
good condition Hot Point
dryer, far. Call 753-8430 10x55 2BR on 100'x100
days, 759-4805 nights after corner lot, car garage
$12,900 in Pine Bluff Shore
5Pm.
area 436-5895

DUPLEX 2tw apartment
with double car garage
modern appliances central
hie $400 Howard Brandon
502-753-4389 home
502-753 5960

Moble
Howe For Rent

Sports
Equipment

27ri

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4100

CHESTNUT STREET
TOWNHOUSES 2tx 1
bath deck all appliances
including washer & dryer
ceiling tans Free lawn
care $435mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

280

200

E311

12,380 opts Furnished.
very nice new MSU No
7 53 1 25 2
pets
days.753-0606 after 5pm

21!iFi, 1 bath duplex, garage
with door opener, dishwasher, garbage die
CUMMINGS Meter Poles posal, vied hookup No pea
Specializing in mobile $450/mo 7537688 days,
home electric services 200 759-4703 nights
amp $375 100 amp $325
2BR duplex in Northwood,
435-4027
$350/mo 759-44106
OUR pledge to you If you
compare quality, insulation, 4BR, 2 bath apts available
options and set-up, you will for Jan occupancy Centel
aPPlicances furnished
fond that we have tie very
best value for your housing Located on Diuguid Coledollar!! Dinkins Mobile man RE 753-9898
Homes, Inc, Hwy 79E
Pans, TN 1 80D-642 4891

CHECK OUR PRICES on
dog, cat & horse food
Corn, bird seed We carry ALTO Saxophone, excelout to your car Keith's lent condition
CallCorner of
Lawn 8 Tractor Hwy 94E 753-4908 after 5 30pm
12th & Poplar
GRAIN led beef by the side PIANO tuning John
Prefer older adult.
$1 23Ab plus processing Gottsdialk. 753-9600
•
759-1021
SPINET Console Piano
070
MICROWAVE/Utility can in Wanted responsible party
Domestic
new condition, 36x21 5', to make low monthly pay& Childcare
solid oak wood bap, ca ments See locally Cal
rack, on 1.800-327.3345
CLEANING houses a my binets, wine
wheels. $120 753-8291
business Reliable and ex240
penenced, references Car NEW metal siding 8 roof
Linda 759-9553
Allsoslaneoue
wig Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
TOO BUSY? To clean your
KILL ROACHES' Buy ENand gavalume Secondary
house? My rates are reaFORCER OverNite Roach
it available 489 2722 or
sonable 8 I have many
Spray or OverNite Pest
4-89-2724
local references Call
Control Concentrate
Donna 436-2547
WANTED 200 amp meter Makes 2 gallons Kills
pole for mobile home roaches overnight Of your
WILL babysit in my home
back
money
436-5485
Have references Call
GUA RA N TE ED'
759-4529
WEDDING nng set $150
Electric treadmill, $150
250
Manual treadmill $50
Business
489-2609 after 5pm
Services
ALTERATIONS and re- WOOD burning stove in- K T I and Associates otter
pairs Rental gowns 8 tuxe- sert built in blowers, excel- rig a full line of investigative
dos Ruth's See and Sew, lent condition 753-4471
services Bet Air Center
Country Square, 1608 N
753-3868 or 436-6099
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

MOMS
For Rent

964 MODEL 10x50, 2br,
QUALITY Transitions
Style sofa & loveseat, partially furnished Pine
pastel reflections, 3 brass/ Bluff Shore area Unglass lades, coordinating blocked and moved for
lamps, 2 wing bids chairs. $1000 444-6031 attar
3 large pictures, like new 5pm
condition Call 753-5755
2BR mobde home, newly
remodeled Must see to ap163
preciate 753-3084

ANTIQUE oak secretary
desk, $175 759-1348 after
WANTED. telescopic crappie poles made several 51:3111
years ago by Kodiak or
SOMish Co. Call 436-5838
Fan*
Equipment
50

Eva's Custom
Sewing

Position available
for average home
Will
seamstress.
train. Good working condition.

120

Waite
Homes For Sala

WiLDLIFEI ALLERGY HELP Perma
SOLOFLEX, like new
CONSERVATION JOBS nent Electostabc Air Filters
1400753-6689
Game wardens, secunty, for heating 8 cooling 'Paul
maintenance. elc No exp Harvey sees for $79 95
210
necessary Now hiring For Rush Urnbaugh for $5995
into call 219-794-0010 ext You buy direct Prom Air
Firewood
7159, 8am-8pm, 7 days
Care mtg for $3245 Have A FIREWOOD for sale
your finer ads and credit 437.4667
card ready Area call
or FIREWOOD, also tree ser4 7 4 - 8 3 46
vice Call 436-2562
1-800 474-8346
753-2728

•Swedish Massage

•Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapy
•Energy Balancing „

270
Help
Warded

Notice

Notice
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6 DAYS ONLY!
4November 15 through 20th
Monday through Saturday
.
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EMBASSY 2br. cenUal
appkencies furnished
Cabmen RE 7559898
UKE new 2br duple& carPon.(fedi.gas heat User
No pees 7557457.
LOVELY 2br duplex in seclusive subdivision. minutes lawn Mum*. one
block front Wee. water &
appliances furnished.
pane & quiet for oi*
$375/mo 527-9639
MUR-CAL APenmenv now
au:opting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opponunrty
Nrikri University Spacxxis
21s apt with large Irving
morn and kitchen dining
was combo Plus carpeting
throughout Beth Plea sito
shower 3 tugs'closes
Washer-dryer hookup
Ring., refrigerator. chs Iwiasher. disposer Electric
heat & as Wel insularel
First floor $325 deposit.
$325 mo Available December 11th 753-4560
9em to 4pm Mon twu Fn
NEW super rapacious 2br
duplex in quiet wooded
area 753-4573
NICE duplex 2br, central
his appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
All Dog
Grooming
Ai tif neck all sizes
Aso about specias

759-1768

HOUSE & 6 scree. west of
Murray Land is lanced for
horses Barn & tobacco
barn shed House a 2br
living room, kitchen, large
den, utility & 18 bath
435-4501 after 4pm

LAKE property 4,2 bath
1700sq ft, situated on 1 3
AKC Doberman puppies, 1 acres, loons TVA, $79,900
maw I lernale 753-4649 Owner may heap finance
or 759 9828 or leave Jones 8 Ross Realty
message
527-7224 owner/agent
AKC Registered Puppies, NEW homes, al city utiliGiant Schnauzers, Golden ties, 2 or 3br, I or 2 bah,
r•ng•
%Weevers Siberian Hu- prIc•
skies Shots 8 wormed $52,000-$62,000, com502 653 2301
plete Cal 753-4444
BLUE Hosier pups $35/ea
489-2068 ahem 6prn
CHOW pupe $50/ea 2 red
females 1 black male
Ready Nov 201h 753 7913
HAVE art obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Sentry Murray for over
12yrs 4362858

RECENTLY redecorated
31a, 2 bath, ful basement
home with a 2br, 1 bath
rental house next door for
extra income, new hospital Shown by appointment
759-1293

LARGE. 1:4 yr old, AKC, 1987 YAMAHA TW200,
male German Shepherd, needs minor repairs, $1200
good dog, $100 753-5658. obo. Hero Master freestyle
Ig bike, nice, $175.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

NOW taking applications
430
for Section 8 low rent haus
wig Apply in person at
Southold° Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be- HOUSE and acreage for
tween 8am- 12noon No sale 7501300 9arn-6pm,
phone calk please Equal 489-2116 7pm-1m
Housing Opportunity
KENTUCKY LAKE BARSHERRY Lane Estates GAIN Lakefront w/dock
2br &pertinent, Ilk, new, permit $29,900 New Pans
central gas heat, central air, Landing Nicely wooded
all appliances including 1 2 acres *Moog frontage &
washer and dryer, bay tremendous views Enioy
window, free lawn care mild year round climate.
low taxes, low cnmel PreColeman RE 753-9498
stigious new development,
TAKING applicabons for perfect for vacation/
section 8 rent subsidized retirement home Little
apartments 1,283 bed- down exceNetn financing
roans, handicap accessi- Call now 800 858 1323
ble Equal Housing Oppor- Woodlawn Acres
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky or call KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers visiting to purchase
502-437-4113.
homes-al price ranges If
TOWNHOUSE duplex. 2br, you we thinking of sellingI .1 baths, epplianoes furn- contact one of our courteished $450/mo 753-3343. ous and professional
VERY nice air, 2 bath du- agents at 753-1222 or stop
pies, appliances furnished, by office at 711 Main St.
central gas ha Northwood RE/MAX Properties Ltd
$475/mo. 1 month de- Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
posit. 1 year lease No pets Bel -Air
Center
753 2905
502 -753 -SOLD,
1-800-369-5780.
330
Realty CalloROBERTS
Rooms
way County's oldest and
For Rent
most reliable real estate
1614 OLIVE, all utilities agency For at your real
banished. kitchen & living estate needs call them toroom privileges Coleman day at 753-1651' SycaRE 7539898
more and 12th St
WANT to buy 2 or 3br home
under $40.000 Will be pay
rig cash 354-8542
3Ek 2 car garage. appliances furnished 4 miles
from Murray $500/mo
lease & deposit required
759 4664

28R house in Purees:
Large shade Is.. 514.000
Cal 901-247-3391

.135
Lake
Preps*

1990 F Z R 800 BLACK,
gray & red matching SHOEI
helments, extra parts
436-5496
1993 KX 125, good oondibon Most sell WI make
great Christmas present.
Will take payoff or take over
payments Call 436-2794
after 4.30prn
490
Used
Curs
1984 SUBARU GL, good
condition, $1625.
492-8256.
1985 CADILLAC Eldorado.
1979 Camaro, mint condition. 436-2799.
1986 BUICK Skylark, 4cyl,
5sp, new tires and exhaust,
38mpg,
$ 2000
901-247-5737 after 5prn
1986 MERCURY Sable,
loaded, new bee, good
mpg. $3500. 753-0721, if
no answer, 436-5642.
1988 CHEVY Camaro Iroc
Z-28, automatic, 5.7 litre
TPI, air, power windows,
locks & seat, taws,66,XXX
miles. $6000 Call
753-2767 after '5pm.
1988 FORD Taurus, very
good condition, $2700 obo.
Cal after 6pm at 436-6099.

450
Farms
For Sal*

For Real
Or Leese
•

CREEKVIEW Self storage 50 ACRES half tillable,
warehouses on Center good road location, east
Drive behind Shoney's of Murray $39,500 Terms
759-1922
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available CM 753 2905
3BR Va bath, basement.
large deck, screened
porch, gas heat, large
kitchen, one car garage
16 YOUNG Red PoN cows,
$54,500 759-4820
bred to calve March 1994
Night 753-9778, 753-5890. 3BR, 1 bath home, in town,
492 8302
quiet neighborhood Priced
$52,500 Contact KopBART Rudolph Farm Fenc- at
perud Realty 753-1222.
ing Barb woven, high toned
MIS 05269
& electric Call for free estimate 462-3224 or 3BR. 1 bee% al new lutchen
559-2801
cabinets 8 counter taps,
new carpet 8 vinyl, full
HORSES for sale Paints &
basement with washer 8
AOHA mares geldings 8 dryer,
new tVa. 8x16 buildweanlings Cal 435-4503
ing, new paint 602 Vine
JUST received 2 new Bo- Street (901) 232-8573 afnaza Stock trailers 1 G N , ter 5pm (Paps Landing)
1 bumper Call or see Ro- 3BR brick. 1 bath central
ger Hudson 753-4545
H/A. large kitchen dining
QUARTER Horse, 15hh, area, carport West of Unigelding, 10yrs old $800 versity on Calloway Ave
753,1435
firm 7561-1655 after 4pm

Pris
I guppies
AKC Chocolate Lab pups,7
weeks old. wearied, and
shots. Ready to go
354-6945
AKC Chow Chow puppies
Low prices' Cal 436-2965

0144•••••••44.-......

3B5 brick, excellent condition, 6 miles east of Hazel
$65,000 759-1352
4BR.2 bath. 3400sq ft, 114
story. $135,000 obo WI
trade for • mobile home
Will sell up to 10 acres. A
mile south of Coles Campground Church Call
753-7975

Al IA leaf faxing & mulching light hauling 436-2528
ask tor Mark
Al

AL'S hauling yrucl
removal. mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683

1991 OLDS Silhouette, ex
cellent condition, loaded
$12,900 obo. Must sell
753-1038 or 753-6695

* Pour Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and ducks
avanatife with metal
roof

coating
White roof coating

Silver

root

OVA, Wee

Everlock vinyl

Al TREE Servfide Stump
removal and spraying Free
esernates 753-0906 after
5prn, 759-9816, 753-0495

underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors Windows
Metal Siding F000t
Repair
Miller Air Conditioning
Mobile Home
Spaces For Rent

ALPHA &skiers - Carpen
try, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete drive
ways, painting mania
mince, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Phone 5024924488

Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

ANTENNA Repair and in
stalleaon Replace or instal
quality Channel Master antenna, roam, and ampetiers. 13essley's Motion
Service, Buchanan,
901-842-4077.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speciel sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and elc Excellent protection, high quaky, excellent
value Roy Hit 759466.1

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworlung. 753-8056

CHIM Chins Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sal
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 meter
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

C & C Paining 753-0884

CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
8 Building Maintenance
Commercial or residential
Insured, tree °climates
474-8339

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, WesOnghouse, COUNTERTOPS, custom
Whirlpool 30. years exHomes, traders, offices
perience
BOBBY Wulff's Recovery. Murray
HOPPER, 436-5848
436-5560
BACKHOE Service, corn- CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
0410v. foundations. arid Cooling Service -ComR.H.Nesbitt, Masonry
plete installation and serPhone 492-8516, D Pager vice
Call Gary at
762-7221.
759-4754
BACKHOE SERVICE
CUSTOM bulldozing and
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
backhoe work sepgc sysinstallation. repair, replace- tems. 354-8161 after 4pm
ment 759-1515
DAVE'S Window Cleaning
BACKHOE Service - ROY is now accepting houses for
HILL Septic system drive- tel and winter Free estiways, hauling, foundations
mates Phone 753 9873
etc 759-4664
DONALD Finc.her carpet
BAILEY'S Lawn Service
vinyl & hardwood instate
Leaf the leaves to us
lion service 759-1668
Leaves raked & pecked up
DRYWALL, finishing, reor mulched 753 6986
pairs,additions and blow
BOBS Plumbing Repair ing ceilings 753-4761
Service All work Qua/an
teed
753 1134 or ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
436-v41_12
Heating. Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service, sales and in'CARPET MAN• Wholestallabon (502) 435-4699.
sale carpet 8 vinyl Local 435-4327
installabon 502-474 2796
800833-4461 Randy Lee, EXPERIENCED dry wall
Prop
finishing References available 436 2060
HEATING Ron Hall Heating, Cooling and Electric GENERAL Repair plumbCo Service, unit replace- ing, roofing, tree work
ment and complete install- 436-2642
bon. Licensed gas installer. GERALD WALTERS.
Phone 435-4699
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint-

1989 HONDA Accord,
92,XXX highway miles,
cruise control, pls. 5 speed, KDI Bookkeeping Comsecond owner, gold, puterized Payroll, taxes.
$5800 762-4066
electronic filing Pickup and
1989 TOYOTA Supra, 5m, Delivery 502 474 2796,
loaded, 44,XXX miles 800-833 4461
759-9841
LAWN mowing & leaf
1990 HONDA Accord, ex- mulching Coleman Bonecellent condition, by owner. fiel 759-4564
Night 753-9778.
HADAWAY Construction
1990 NISSAN Sentra. 2dr,
Remodeling, vinyl sorting,
good shape. Cal Collec- vinyl
replacement wintions Dept, Bank of Murray
dows, vinyl flooring
753-1893.
436-2052
1991 MAXIMA, red vii/black
1.1111.1
111111
leather, low miles
753-8678.

LAKE property. 4 wooded
acres, house in need of
38R brick carport. 905 work, gas heat, quiet dead
arlane $450 mo Cole- end road, Aurora.
mar RE 753 9898
474-8400 or 474-8119
leave message
NEWLY redecorated 3br.
1 , bath gas heat. central
110
air, large shaded lot near
Lob
Southwest School ample
For Sala
1991 MAZDA 626 DX, 44r,
$500 imo
storage
753 792C 75,3- 1664
BUILDING lots in subdivi- p/b, pls. air, local owner,
58,XXX miles, excellent
NICE 3rx brick, gas heat. sion with limited restnc- condition, $7250.
low
as
lots
Wooded
bons.
near downtown $350/mo
753-9609.
plus iieposit Call 753-1513 as $5000 to $6500. Southschool
west
natural
district,
TOYOTA Tercel DX,
1992
after 4pm
gas, city water, cablension. 2dr, auto, air, arrVkn caseNICE, spaoous 2br tram 3 3/10 from Murray city ate, 85XX actual miles.
house, 1 mile on 9.4E on limas on 94W 753-5841, Cal after 5prn 753-8266
Garland Rd Has large Irv- 753-1566
ing room kitchen fire
places, gas heat, garage SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi$300mo plus deposit, tyr vision, 1 00'x 1 4 0'
753-4873 after 5 30;xn
lease 753 0089
Yam
360

1 A A I Hauang wee rim
ming tree removal dean
rig out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lame

MIR

111II
I.
II

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
harries with woolgrain tormin, WI colors Free anmates Wulffs Recovery
Murray 4365560
LEES CARPET CLEANING Carpets. furniture
Commercld or residential
Free asuman 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOBILE Home Repair
Roof coating, decks. underpinning General Horne Repair 759-9236, 753-3102
MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
NEW homes, remodeling
garages, rooting. continua
brick wort & plumbing
weir D I C Construction
474-8720

SEWING rnaChine repair.
Kenneth Barnhil 753-2674.
SHEETROC K finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & &unto
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-548.4
VRC cleaning 8 repair, reasonable rates. Cal Zeb's
VCR. Repair 492-8116
WEST KY Timber Frames
8 Log Homes •Complete
packages available 'Custom design services •Tumkey construction Call
437-4017

Local community members Involved with the 1993 United Way Campaign
Wendy attended a meeting of the Campaign Division Chairmen. Pictured
clockwise from left to right, Chuck Foster, Campaign Chairman; Rick Melton,
Accountants, Chuck Ward, MSU; Steve Andrus, General Businesses; Jeanie
Carson, United Way Board Member; Larry Krouse, Insurance; Michael
Pitman, Attorneys; Susan White, United Way Executive Director; Jan Pooley,
Middle Sized Firms; and Elanie Edger, United Way Board Member. Also
attending the meeting, but not pictured, was Tim Greer, Major Firms.

American Red Cross serves area

The American Red Cross is a
United Way agency that touched the
WILLIAM Duncan Building lives of over 5,000 people last year
Contractor Experienced
in our area. The Red Cross office is
builder of houses, garages, located in the George Weaks Compole barns & storage buildat 607 Poplar,and is
ings. Also remodeling Cat munity Center,
, headed by Peggy Billington,Execufor estimate 474-8267_
tive Director. This agency provides
WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze a very wide range of services inaluminum or wood 20yrs cluding assistance with emergency
experience 753-2330 and disaster situations; training
prompt service
programs in First Aid, Water Safety
and CPR,and assistance to servicemen and their families.
The local chapter recently reMoving, Rearranging
ceived the good news that it has
your present home'?
been selected to serve as the custoWe can move your
dial chapter of a brand new
ap&
furniture
Emergency Response Vehicle. This
ing Free estimates 18
pliances along w/
is one of-a fleet of over 200
ERV
reyears experience Local
household
other
which are owned by the National
ferences 436-2701
products
in, our
Red Cross. It will be kept in
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Residential &
community but will be
aluminum gutters, variety
throughout Western Kentucky in
Commercial
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
case of a disaster to provide "mass
Service
759-4690
care" to victims of disaster. One
Experienced & referimpressive feature of this vehicle is
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ences available
Service Center, cleaningits capability to feed 500 people.
free
for
753-0775
Call
servicing $15, most repairs
The Red Cross relies on the
estimate If no answer,
$35 Free °gametes Route
of local volunteers.
commitment
message
leave
5,
1
9-12,
1, Alino. Open
Chairman, and
Disaster
Day,
Ruth
Mon.-Fn.; 753-0530,
a Dicactez
also
Mel,
husband,
her
1111111111111111111111111W
Volunteer, campaigned heavily for
the ERV to be kept in Calloway
County.
According to Billington, "It was
through their hard work that this
county was selected to receive the
vehicle."
Day explained that, "The Calloway County Chapter is one of the
better chapters in Western Kentucky-maybe even the best. We're
more prepared here for any natural
disaster that can happen."
Other Disaster Volunteers are
currently working on the disaster

a
I
Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy (left) congratulates window clerk Larry Hurt for receiving a first place certificate for submitting a winning
suggestion In the Mid-Atlantic Area Mission Possible Contest Hurt suggested that the postal service offer a terminal for fax mall used for
express mall allowing material to be faxed and delivered on the same
day. Hurt received the certificate and a 25-Inch color television. If
Implemented, all post offices would provide thls service.

1991 S10 4x4 BLAZER
Sport black w/chwoosil intenor, loaded. 21,XXX. real
sharp, $14,500. 753.7710
a f tor Sprn, 759-4492
8am-3pm. Serious inquire&
only
620

1976 SEARAY, 221t, excellent condition, trailer included, $7500 753-3914
weekdays, 435-4236,

Take Time
To Care

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates- Call
474-2307

1990 JEEP Cornmanche,
Pioneer. 37xxx, must sell
762-2352

14FT Maio Craft with 1131'ip
motor and trailer
436-2874.

of
Murray-Calloway County

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

1987 TOYOTA extended
cab, long bed, ax, ors, p/b,
topper, good tires, runs 8
kooks great $4300 obo
759-9196 after 4 30prn or
759-1100 days

Soils
& Motors

United VVay

ONE stop for all your upholstery needs Cars 'umpire
boats motorcycles & etc
Work guaranteed Prices
reasonable 489 2662
leave message

111

1980 CHEVY 'topside,
327, 4sp, make offer. 250
C.I straight 6 motor for
Chevy, make offer 5 Chevy
Rally° wheels with centers,
trim nngs, and spinners,
15x7, $100. 753-7010 after
5P111-

Ann Taylor, Calloway TNT 7 student, we. selected as student of the
week. She is the daughter of Randy and Becky Taylor and Is a member
of the Beta Club, history club, student council, seventh grade basketball team and tennis team.

Students front Murray Christian Academy share a laugh with a horse on
a recent visit to the Horneplace at Land Between the Lakes. Pictured
are Chris Owen, Matthew Moore and Jenny Birdsong.

,GCf We are proud to use QD
recycled newsprint.

plans for the state, and also on the
catastrophic plan for an earthquake.
Classes will be held in November to
train instructors, and then those
instructors will host disaster training sessions for people who'd like lo
go out on disaster work.
Jean and Henry Humbard,
another Volunteer Disaster team,
have recently spent nearly five
weeks in the flood area, including
ten days in Kansas City, Missouri
and three weeks in Manhattan,
Kansas. They helped deliver "mass
care" to the clean up sites.
The Humbards reported complete devastation in the areas they
visited.
"There was water up to the roof
tops," Jean said. "Nothing was salvageable. In the places where the
water had done gone,there was only
mud. It was smelly and nasty."
"One of the needs of the victims is
to just have someone to listen to
their problems," she continued. So
that is exactly what she and Henry
did. As they fed the crowds they
also listened to their painful stories.
In times of disaster, there is pain
and suffering. During those times,
the American Red Cross is there.
Often with very little fanfare...only
the familiar "Red Cross" on a white
background and volunteers moving
quickly_ to meet the needs of the
victims.
You can help support the local
American Red Cross by contributing to the 1993 United Way Campaign. It doesn't matter if you can't
make a large donation...every little
'bit helps. Disaster doesn't often
come with a warning. Keep in mind
that tomorrow, you might be the one
who needs assistance.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

A Different Perspective
Tomorrow: A crucial defensive play.

wound up as declarer at five clubs, a
contract which presented its own
special play problem. East led the
queen of hearts, ruffed by, North.
•6 4
North then had to decide how to
continue so as to give himself the
• A K 9852
best chance to make 11 tricks.
+K 10 76 2
In practice, North led a club to
EAST
WEST
• 1052
the queen at trick two. When this
•K 97 3
,6 5
V Q .1 9
held, he returned a club toward his
1IP A 8 7 4 2
hand, getting the had news when
•Q4
4763
Westshowed out. East took the king
•A J 5
+4 .
with the ace and shifted to a spade,
SOIrTH
and declarer had no choice but to try
4 A.(1.1
the finesse. When West produced the
V K 10 3
king,the contract was down one.
•.1 10
Declarer missed a safety play that
Q 98 3
would have allowed him to guard
The bidding:
against the actual lie of the cards at
North East
South West
virtually no risk. Instead ofleading a
Pass
3•
1 NT* Pass
club to the queen at trick two, he
Pass
4+
Pass
3 NT
should have led a club to the nine.
5+
Even if this lost to the jack, West
•12-14 points
could do no harm to declarer. North
Opening lead -queen of hearts.
could win any return, drive out the
In yesterday's.column. declarer ace of clubs and then establish his
(this writer) made six clubs on the diamonds, eventually discarding
above layout after an opening spade dummy's Q-.144 ofspades on his long
lead from West.Given that head start. diamonds to bring in his game.
In the actual cane, after the nine
South obtained a partial enunt of the
opposing distribution. which enabled holds at trick two,the queen ofclubs
him to play the trump suit for only is conceded to East's ace. Declarer
wins East's spade return, draws the
one loser.
When the deal was played at the missing trump and has no trouble
other table in the quarter-final ofthe collecting the remainder to finish
1993 Grand National Teams, North with an overtrick.
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH

•r-
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov. 16, the 3200 day of 1993. There are 45
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 16, 1913, the United States and the Soviet Union estabhshed diplomatic relations. President Franklin D. Roosevelt sent a
telegram to Soviet leader Maxim Litvinov in which he expressed hope
that U.S.-Soviet relations would "forever remain normal and
friendly."

On this date:
In 1776. British troops captured Fort Washington during the American Revolution.
In 1864. Union General William T. Sherman and his troops began
their March to the Sea during the Civil War.
In 1885 Canadian rebel Louis Riel was executed for high treason.
In 1907.-Oklahoma became the _416th _state .of. the _MOD_ _
In 1981, actor William Holden WM found dead in his apartment in
Santa Monica. Calif. He was 63.
In 1982, an agreement was announced in the 57th day of a strike by
National Football League players.
In 1989, six Jesuit priests and two other people were slain by uniformed gunmen at the Jose Simeon Canas University in El Salvador in
an attack later blamed on army troops.
Ten years ago: A jury in Gretna, La., acquitted California feminist
leader Ginny Font of the murder of an Argentine businessman during
a robbery outside New Orleans in 1965.
Five years ago: Voters in Pakistan cast ballots in their first open
election in more than a decade, resulting in victory for populist candidate Benazir Bhutto. Estonia's parliament declared the Baltic republic
"sovereign,'; but stopped short of complete independence.
One year ago: The U.N. Security Council voted to authorize a naval
blockade on the Danube River and the Adriatic coast to tighten economic sanctions on Yugoslavia. President-elect Clinton and Democratic.congressional leaders helcra news conference in Little Rock. Ark..
in which they pledged a "new era" of action.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Burgess Meredith is 85:Journalist Elizabeth Drew is 58. Actress Joanna Pettet is 49. Baseball player
Dwight Gooden is 29. Actress Lisa Bonet ,is 26.
Thought for Today: -If someone tells you he is going to make a
'realistic decision,' you immediately understand that he has resolved
to do something bad." — Mary. McCarthy. American author
(1912-1989).
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Forty years ago
Residents of Calloway County
will receive 1953 Christmas,Seals
in their mail today. This is for the
annual Tuberculois Seal Sale.
Murray T-raining School Senior
Class presented a play. "Home
Sweet Homicide" on Nov. 3 at
Little Chapel. Cast members were
Jeanette Huie, Wade Underwood,
Ann Farmer, Martha Thurman.
Fred Gardner, Melvin Henley,
June Barnett. Donald Myers,
Junior Cherry, Randy Broach.
James Outland, Charles Scarbrough, George. Ed Waldrop,
Joann Spann, Jackie Gcurin, Hilda Trevathan, Sue Thomas and
Ella Irvin.
Frances Rains and J.P. Walker
were married Nov. 7 at the home
of the Rev. Paul T. Lyles.
Barber Cook of Independence, - Mo., has been the guest of his
cousin, Elmus Beale.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY This is a painful
letter for me to wnte. hut I have to
tell sirmet
A year ago. I met a wonderful
man who had been separated from
his wife for six months. Our relationship turned into a love like I
had never known before. I had been
nttriugewife and mother for 1-5
years. but all I could think of was
this man — so I left my husband.
got a job, and began planning a
future with my new love, who said
he wanted to marry me.
Well, one week beftire his divorce
was to be final. he caHed to tell my
that he still loved his wife and was
going back to her that night. I
haven't stall i,r heard friim him

since. I was totally devastated and
have experienced. Good luck to
didn't want to go on living I
you.
couldn't eat or sleep and ended up
physically ill.
I felt I; had nothing to live fir.
but I'm now trying to pull myself
DEAR ABBY: Hooray lOr your
back together My life will never be
response to "Nervous 111 New York,"
the same, and I hope someone the person who was worried about
learns something from my expery---eemekrrn14-111-NrIttwirt!t. -1--“grre timlence. Thanks for listening_
pletely!
If kids think they are ready to
LEARNED THE HARD WAY
have sex. they are going to do it. If a
DEAR LEARNED: Your letter parent or guardian tells them they
reinforces an important lesson: can't, it-only makes theni more
An affair with a married person determined.
is risky business, and there are
I firmly believe that handing Mil
condoms in request - with Instrucalways injured parties.
It's generous of you to want tions on their use -- is helping. By
to spare others the pain you instructing and providing, we are

saving the,
e
.
front miss:toted pregnancies .\1, t?
nence is the !west was lint
,st
people kids' don't knoss that kiwi!
its too late'
Ill
DEAR BEEN THERE: I agree.
Teaching abstinence is the best
way. but that which is taught is
not always learned. Parents.
teachers, preachers and health
professio-nals can talk until
doomsday about the temptations of the flesh — hut when
the hormones lire raging and
the opportunity presents itself,
it's easy to forget the lect

ItEAR ABBY: The hater al.*.iit
the little girl who
doei•t care- w hen she \NA-. It.' - f
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By Peter II. Gott. \LH
DEAR DU GOTT HaVe vim ans,
Coxsackie V1111!,
that is never Menlioned in this eoun
try but of which about 27 types have
been reportedly identified- In Britain
it is taken very seriously by the virolo
gists My son suffers from this condi
tion. and it has resulted in his inabilits
to walk more than a couple of block,
without utter fatigue. hreathle,
,ne,,
and severe chest pain Possible tar
diovascular causes wen. not urally
first exhaustively insestigated and
ruled out, with Coxsackie virus pin
pointed as the culprit
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At Electric Chair Operators Night School

CATHY
r—
I'LL PICK WO UP AT t00, 1
PICK YOU UP AT 1100, --s1 DI PICK YOU UP AT 530,
I 'IOU HAVE
SWEETHEART, AND THEN WE'LL
TO STAY
ZENITH, AND THEN WE'LL RACE
HONEY AND THEN WELL GO
UNTIL 5 30?
GO TO 400R CRAFT WORKSHOP
, ON A NATURE WALK WITH
OVER, GET GUS FROM DAY
WITH RVAN AND 1115 MOM.
8RIANA AND HER MOM.
CARE, GRAB DADDY AT HIS
OFFICE, HURL ID THE CLEAN—tt
ERS, THE ATM THE DRUG
C,R-e-5choOl!
Pre-Sc.hool STORE
AND THE GROGERY
STORE, ZOOM HOME, DO THE
'BREAKFAST DISHES AND TIRY TO
WHIP TOGETHER SOME DINNER.

I NEED
THE REST.

CROSSWORDS
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
m
iO
st4?- ORGANIZES PRO - SHE.TALKS A LOT,AN.SHE KeTtsitTLE•aptgES
AN'uuniainoilLy SW HIS
AN'STUFF FOR TriE
HAS THIS LAUGH 111AT
IT'S
COFFEE-EVEN WH
LIBRARy5HE WKI1t3 A
DRNeS ma CRATY 1
-THE
1-4v<Es
MY DAD?KE:U.PPOI3ABLY COLD!
BIT- DoE.SN'T KNOW Miccr
AcconoloN Nitic. A COMPLYItft IS!- IF SHE'D ASK YOU MI1144ON WES- IMEAN,WEAKETALKINa
-IONS.
(20BACKID SCHOOL,SHE
For„syviu.e riesE
COULD BE
Si:ME-MING!
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president of Calloway County
Fair Board for 1964.
William H.(Billy) Smith of RL
2. Murray. has been appointed to
American Farm Bureau Young
Peoples Committee by Charles L.
Sherman, president of American
Farm Bureau.
Goldia McKeel Curd and Cleo
Gillis Hester have returned from
a seven weeks' tour of Europe.
They sailed on the Queen Mary.
Johnny Rose, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Rose, and Don
Faughn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
G.W. Faughn, members of Murray High School Tiger Football
team, have been named to the All
West Kentucky Conference
Team.
Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra will
play for the 1963-64 Military.Ball on Nov. 23 at Student Union
Ballroom, MSC.
-
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Tea years ago
Murray-Calloway County AirMurray area Community leaders, faced with losing the Nation- port Board was granted a
al Boy Scout Museum, launched $120,000 grant by Federal Aviaan 11th-hour fund-raising plans tion Administrittion at Washinglast night The sectiog was- ton. D.C., to construct and mark
called by Murray Stale University taxiways, expand aircraft parking
apron, light runways, install a
President Kala Stroup.
Over $10,000 was raised from visual approach slope indicator,
the auction and sponsors of relocate utilities and additional
Murray-Calloway County Chap- improvements.
Udell (Duff) Erwin of Rt. 4,
ter of Ducks Unlimited Banquet.
Murray, has been elected to the
Dan Miller was the auctioneer.
The Rev. Paul McAdoo is pas- Board of Directors of the Bank of
tor of South Pleasant Grove Murray to fill the vacancy of E.J.
Haverstock who has resisped.
United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Osborn, Mr. and Mrs. James Stephen
Nov. 6; a boy to Tony and Gail Mahan, Nov. 7; a girl to Mr. and
Childress, Nov. 8; a girl to Mr. Mrs, Larry Smith, Nov. 8; a girl
and Mrs. Ronnie Billington, Nov. to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis McDaniel, Nov. '10, a girl to Mr. and
9.
Mr., and Mrs.. Robert L. (Bob) Mrs, Roger Youngblood. Nov.
Morris will be married for 50 12.
years on Nov. 23.
Thirty years ago
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FROZEN DINNER
YOU'RE HAVING TONIGHT
COST THREE DOLLARS
AND FIFTY CENTS..
THIS

MOM AND DAD SHOULD
TRADE YOU IN FOR
ANOTHER DOG..

STOP
GRINNING
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62
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DEAR READER There are. as you
pointed out, more than :In strains of
Coxsackie virus first discovered in
the upstate New York town oi
Coxsackie . and each specit• can
cause disease, ranging from mouth
ulcerations to paralysis
•
In fact, infection with lb.' rox,
arkw
A7 virus resembles polio Coxsackie
viruses commonly cause heart intlam
mation tither virus Induevii disi rder.
include rash, lung disease, menmett
conjunctivitis, chest pain fatigue and
headache. The viruses :ire ort.w rec
S as well a- i,thi•r
ognized in the
countries
The diagnosis is made t) blowl
trio: it•
tests or by isolating the
sues or body fluids
There is no treatment
Coxsackie virus infection. which Ict;i1,
to run its course with tlI/14' lif.dro.st, is
helpful, complications are tre::ted
they arise
DEAR DR GOTT What can sii
tell me about trichomomasisDEAR READER Truitomonas is a
tiny parasite that commonly live, ri
the genito urinary tracts of hot h men
and women In males, the micro
organism seldom causes symptoms.
although some men may experience a
discharge or vague genital diseomfort Rarely, the parasite may t-ause
prostate infection Whether sympto
matic or not, male carriers can infect
their sexual partners
In females, trichomonas can be the
source of a particularly troublesome
frothy vaginal discharge vagina's
that causes discomfort and irritation
However, many infected women
report no symptoms
Trichomoniasis is diagnosed by
examining a drop of genital secre
tions The parasite is visible tinder the
microscope. Also, it can be grown in a
special nutrient
Treatment with Flagyl for both
partners) almost always eradicates
the parasite Men and women with thchomoniasis should be tested • for
other sexually transmitted diseases
(because they may oCcur in conjunction with the parasite), for which dif
ferent treatment is prescribed.
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Greek Advisory committee
helping MSU to grow
Once a month you will find 20 to
30 Murray State University alumni
discussing issues such as leadership, officer training, risk management. public relations and academic
achievement. Included in the group
are area business leaders, homemakers and educators.
The common denominator in the
group is that all the members are
alumni of social fraternities and
sororities at MSU. The Greek AOvisory committee has been meeting
monthly since early fall with University leaders such as Dr. Don
Robertson, associate vice president
of student affairs, and Jim Bauer,
director of the MSU Curris Center
and student life. •
Included in the group are many
advisers to the Greek organizations
on campus. Their goal is to see the
Greek system at Murray State conunue to grow and improve.
The 20 Greek organizations-on,
campus have'approximately 1,000c
members, according to Robertson.
Greeks at Murray State arc noted for
their campus involvement and leadership. Robertson said. The alumni
group is another effort by the University to seek out ways to assist the
Greek system continue to be a vital
force on the campus.
"Murray State wants the Greek
system to grow,".Robertson said:
"The University saw the need for a
pro-active alumni group to meet
with University representatives on a
regular basis to promote Greek
service and leadership. The Greeks
provide a great benefit to Murray
State in the area ofstudent retention,
campus leadership, public service
and academics." he said.
"Greek organizations offer a

Wealth of leadership training oppcxtunnies," according to Shirley Martin,an Alpha Gamma Delta alumnus
and sorority adviser. "Greeks also
help our students develop good life
Jimmy Caner, vice president of
pricing and quality at Paschall
Truck Lines, and Pi Kappa adviser,
remembers his undergraduate
Greek experience at Murray State in
the 1970s as a very positive experience. "It really opened a'lot of
opportunities for me, including
leadership opportunities, campus
activities and friendships."
After graduating from Aurray
State, Caner served as a chapter
consultant for the national Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
He sees the alumni group as a
way for Murray State and alumni to
come together and get behind the
Greek system.
Donna Herndon, a former director of Murray State's alumni affairs
office and now director of the
Calloway County School System's
Family Resource Center, 'says
Greeks play an important role in
student retention at Murray State.
Students who join a fraternity or
sorority find it to be an enriching
experience and vital support system, she said.
Her experience with alumni indicates that Greek members become
good supporters of the University
after graduation. "They continue to
be interested in their University."
she said. "Greeks seem to have the
strongeit ties to the University."
The Greek Advisory committee
is planning a winter retreat for
fraternity and sorority members,
focusing on ,leadership.

Felicia Galloway, center, receives her silver award from Carrie Barnett and
Alex Rohledr.

Sarah Stallon, center, receives her silver award from Carrie Barnett and Alex
Rohledr.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN possess strong psychic ability coupled %kith
iwesotne still power. Once these vibrant Scorpios learn to use their many
akin,
. they can transform the world. Encourage these pereepti% e and intelli;ent ‘oungsters to regularly socialize 441th their peers. Other's'. Ise, they could
gr..‘4 up to be loners -- out of touch:with other people's needs. With the
ourage and persistence of spiritual warriors. these Scorpios V. ill win man%
hard-fought personal victories.

TVA completes draft of
LBL environmental impact
TVA has completed a draft study
of potential environmental impacts
offive wide-ranging alternatives for
managing natural resources at LBL.
TVA is soliciting public review
and comment of the draft study
through January 10, 1994. Copies
arc available from Dale Fowler,
TVA Environmental Management,
West Tower, Knoxville, TN 37902,
or by calling(615)632-6716.Comments should also be directed to.
Fowler.
•
LBL is a 170,000-acre area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.,
About 89 percent,or 151,050 acres,
is forested. This reflects an increase
of 11,650 acres since TVA began
managing LBL in 1964. The forest
is predominately white oaks, red
oaks, hickories, and other hardwoods.
The five alternatives range from
no resource management activities,
including a cessation of hunting,
fishing and timber harvesting, to an
increase of those activities beyond
recent levels.
The 10-primary issues addressed
arc timber__ harvesting levell and
methods, impacts on wildlife habitats and populations,and impacts on
soils, water quality, wetland/aquatic
resources, cultural resources, aesthetics, recreation,socioeconomics,
and pest control program impacts on
non-target species.

No decision has been made, but
TVA has identified an alternative
which the agency believes best
meets the most needs of the greatest
number of people. This alternative
(Alternative E) places a greater
emphasis on aesthetics and sightseeing, including wildlife viewing,
as the number one LBL visitor
activity. It also includes timber
harvesting to benefit wildlife, to
demonstrate sustainable resource
use and development, and to maintain LBL's oak/hickory ecosystem.
As part of this preferred alternative, TVA would reduce timber
harvest volume by 15 percent over
recent levels; replace clearcutting
with individual tree selection as the
primary timber harvesting technique; establish visual quality and
strcamside management zones; set
aside over 20,650 acres(including a
single block of 9,520 acres) of
protected forest; and establish a
process for annual public input on
resource management proposals.
Under this alternative small
elearcuts ranging from one-half to
five acres(up to 520 total acres.per
year) would be allowed to renew
oak/hickory forerst stands and improve wildlife habitat.
The preferred alternative also
provides increased management
and protection for threatened, endangered, and sensitive species.

Center offers short course
The Technology Center at Murray State University will offer a
special training opportunity espe,‘ially designed to acquaint industrial architects, drafters and engineering consultants with an overview of Allen-Bradley's latest
programmable logic controller series, the PLC-5 family of controllers.
rhe Programmable Controller
Short Course will feature 14 hours
of training and will be held during
two separate Tuesday sessions, the
first being Nov. 23. The second
session will be held Nov. 30. Class
will be held from 8:30 a.m. until
1:30 p.m. both days in room 223 of
the Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology.
Specifics covered through this
L-ourse will be hardware considerations and programming techniques
including relay logic, counters, timers, number systems and module
set-up. Participants will develop
and test programs on complete
Allen-Bradley PLC-5 systems.
DanniStaiborne, assistant pro-.
lessor in the Technology Center
urges persons interested in this sort
course to contact the Center quickly
since they will only be able to enroll
a maximum of6 participants. There
is a $200 per individual fee, with
tuition adjustments available .for
groups of three or more.
Additionally, Claiborne says that
staff at the Center welcomes inquirics concerning.. customized training

programs that are tailored to meet
specific needs for time, locations
and topics.
For additional information contact the Technology Center, Department of Industrial and Engineering
Technology, Murray State University, 1 Murray St., Murray, Ky.,
42071; or call (502) 762-3392.

WEDNESDAY.NOVEMBLit 17, 1993
For our personalized ciaily• karie Dixon horoscope. based on sour ov n
date of hull'. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 45
cents a minute.)
HAPPY' BIRTHDAY -IN THE ment may he found with the help of
NEXT VEAR OF YOUR LIFE: experts. An evening phone call
Job and financial pressures gradual- sends OUT spirits soaring.
ly lessen. The kev is not to worry
VIRGOI Aug 21-Sept. 22i:
hut to spread a Wile sunshine wher- Doing one's .iob and cooperating in
ever yOU are wind up a compkat- a tnendly manner will make the Ity
rd personal matter by scar's end. pass in a pleasant and profitable
Taking J 1es calculated' risks early way. Do not neglect essentials. Folin 1994 could let you reap a bonan- low the advice of a trusted health
za! Success in public ventures is professional.
assured CA.!, next summer. You and
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221.
your romantic partner will feel dos- Bet44een the tv.o emotions that grip
c.thcs,rjn the taJl.._Lkyote more %04.,.t1Ced .tb4. qeituJ Wt1I1SCIN cautune to artistic endeavors or scciolas- tion ad moderation. Acting on
tic al hies ements. impulse will only lead to trouble.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON -Rodline tasks can become monotoBIN DATE: actor Dann% DeVito. nous.
director Martin Scorsese.
SCORPIO iOct. 23-No'.. 21(
singe' tiordon Lightfoot. actress Now is not the time to ‘hange
career. — give yourself another few
Mar% Elizabeth Mastrarnonio.
months. If
- ARIES March 21 -April 19):
feel that youlare run:
Vigilance is essential if you feel that ning.on empty . eliminate non-essenyour way sit lite is being threatened. tial activities. Resist an urge to turn
Keep a close eye on expenditures. fnendship into romance_
Common sense is the glue that binds
SAGITTARIUS 7%.0%. 22-Dec
practical partners together_
21i: It is possible that someone has
TALK'S (April 20-May 201: misinterpreted '.our actions. 1r% a
Keeping to a work schedule consci- new tack when deahhg with higherentiously makes it easier tor you to ups. An open-minded approach
WM out good products. A favorite
could lead to exciting educational
hobby could pros ide a second opportunities.
riL nine Enlist the cooperation of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
small Iry %%hen entertaining.
14-i: Act confide/lily and decksivel%
• GEXHNif (May 21--June 2
It, so s 1jiuHenis in record time.
pending event or developing trend Plunge into nev, acti% Ines with an
..ould he cause for concern. Those eager. wholehearted approach
...%ho are united should be able to Roplance is perplexing.
ara oil a takeover. Business pals
NQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
are rek IBg. on your leadership.
Regiember your decision to be flexiE1ihge anead_!___
ble and versatile. Refuse to put all
_
•
.CANCER dune 21-Ju1y 22t: sour eggs into one basket. Keep the
Keep pressing .until you have accu- lines of communication open. Sec
mulated all the data deemed desir- how prominent people react to your
able. Someone could be trying to stir ideas.
things up behind the scenes. Watch.
PISCES (Feb. 14-March 211i: Set
look and listen!
an example for others to follow.
. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The Love what you do. do N hat you love
only remedy for a tight financial sit- and let the world go its Own was.
uation is to emphasize thrift and When necessary. assert your authort:cononucal habits. ,A sound invest- ity in a positive manner.

Shawna Thompson,center, receives her sliver award from Carrie Barnett and
Alex Rohledr.

Girl Scouts win awards
Felicia Galloway, Sarah Stallons
& Shawna Thompson of Girl Scout
Senior Troop 3055 at Calloway
County High were each awarded the
Girt Stout Silver Award.
This award is the second highest
award given by Girl Scouts. They
were presented their award by Carrie Barnett, Older Girl Program
Director from Bear Creek Service
Center in Paducah and Alex Rohledr, Program Director of Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council in Louis-

Libraries
announce
schedules
Libraries on the campus of Murray State University' have announced Thanksgiving schedules.
The Waterfield Library will be
open on the following days: *Tuesday, Nov. 23, 8 am. to 9 p.m.
*Wednesday, Nov. 24 - Saturday,
Nov. 27 - Closed. *Sunday, Nov.
28, 1 to 11 p.m.
Pogue Library hours will be:
*Tuesday, Nov. 23,8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. *Wednesday, Nov. 24 - Sunday, Nov. 28 - Closed.
The Legal Resources Library will
follow this schedule: *tuesday,
Nov. 23,8 a.m. to 9 p.m. *Wednesday, Nov. 24 - Saturday, Nov. 27 Closed. *Sunday, Nov. 28,2 to 10
p.m.
All campus libraries will resume
their regular schedule of operation
on Monday, Nov. 29.

ville at a special ceremony on May
23.All three are currently working
on their Girl Scout Gold Award.
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Does Your Heart Good
American Heart
Association

EMERGENCY STOCK

LIQUIDATION
IT WILL PAYS
YOU TO DRIVE
MILES TO THIS
SALE!!!

FROM

'99

EASY TERMS!

LIVINGROOM SETS
MANY STYLES TO
SELECT FROM

299

90 Days
Frye Financing
OPEN
Mon.-Sat. 9-5

ALL RECLINERS

40%-60% OFF
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

EVERY
MATTRESS
SALE PRICED!

'49
LIMIT 2

5 PIECE SET

ODD

239

4 DRAWER
CHESTS

7 PC. SET *339

Tivel-c4ov
Mani Ann Littleton
Certified Bodyworker &
Massage Therapist

Massage

• Muscle tension
• Work stress and strain
• Chronk pain

Call for Appointment

753-3390

NOW ON SALE

can re//eve:

Massive prontotss relarebon
and well being.

ALL TABLES
FRom$29

NOW OPEN

40%-60% OFF

State Line Western World
Hazel
Wholesale and Retail
Caution Light
Murray
Western Wear & Tack
611
(502) 492-6144
4.•
Rt. 1 Box 13A
3
Hwy. 893 West
7- 3E
Hazel, KY 42049
SHOP AND
Larry & Lynda Ward
COMPARE!

Paris
641

'49
TWIN SIZE

CHILD'S BEDROOM
4 PIECES

WHEN BOUGHT IN SETS.

OTHER SIZES ON SALE!

99

P RDOM
FO WORE I MATTRESS

WEST OF WARD ELKINS ON THE SQUARE IN MURRAY
VISA-MASTERCARD-LAYAWAY
PHONE (502) 753-4872

